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Hi-Vision full face helmet

Hang Glider and Paraglider
rescue systefT\s

Icom radios and accessories
(phone for competitive prices)

Ez Eyes flying glasses

VISA"

Steel locking karabiner

Silva and Waytinder compass

Map fairings .. ., ...............,................................................."."'....,.• $25.00
Base bar protectors ................................................................... $9.51 (Pr)
FlyIng suits .................................................................................. $240.00
Airborne hats ................................................................................. $25.00
Hi-Vision helmet full face ............................................................. $183.83
Karabiner steel locking .................................................................. $29.20
Airborne T-shirt - shorl sleeve ................. ...................................... $25.00
T-shirt -long sleeve ....................................................................... $34.00
Edge Promo video ........................................................,....,... ;...... $25.00
Training wheels qulck fit ............................................ "........,......... $70.73
Airborne jackets ..,.. _,...,....................................,............ " ....... ,.... $151.00
Wingtech tow bridle ...,.......................................................,......... " $75.00
Mayday 16 paraglider rescue system (inc.external pack) ........... $629.34
MD 16 hang glider rescue syslem .............................................. $545.07

Bankcard, Mastercard
and Visa card Welcome.

MD 18 hang glider rescue system .............................................. $599.81
Note: Mayday chutes comply with strict Gutesiegal certification
Hang loops .................................................................................... $16.31
EZ Eye flying glasses .................................................................... $80.00
Silva UN70 compass with HG or PG mount ............................... $238.36
Wayfinder Digital auto compensating compass HG or PG ......... $~2 . 58
Brauniger Basis SP alto vario (now inc. asi option) .................... $586.84
Brauniger Comp altotvariolbarograph ......................................... $992.74
Note: Brauniger instruments include HG or PG clamps and carry bag
Brauniger flight recorder software .................. ...........,................... $99.20
Brauniger speed sensor ......................................... ,.............,.•,.,. $215.76
Sjostrom AltimeterNario ............................................................. $584.94
Camera mount .............................................................................. $51 .32
Neoprone cold weather Flying Gloves .......................................... $45.40
Overnight courier service $10.00

For AIlICOM accessories phone for the most competitive prices available.
Call us for a brochure on our extensive range of Hang Gilders and the new Edge Microlight.
We also stock LYNX the hottest Microlight intercom systems ava~e.
Our factory is Civil Aviation
. Our registered Quality
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Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of
Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the
subscription is Aus. $50 pa Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95 Airmail.
Cheques should be made payable to
and sent to HGF A.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations
are all acceptable although the editor
and the HGFA Board reserve the right
to edit or delete contributions where
necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT
be published. All contributions should
be accompanied by the contributor's
name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGF A nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGF A. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
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ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Maril.et Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's Issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to .Iiww.dlll members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

$225
$150
$75
$40

All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent
to:
Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
TIJMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
FX/AH Answer Machine 069 474328
President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
OperatIons Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065592713
Mobile: 018 657419
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters. contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.
Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tce, Daglish WA 6008, 09 3816053,
093882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792 H,
018697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 179,
Altona Nth Vic 3025, 052821096 H,
052279348 W, 052279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Conlmittee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown SI, Adamstown NSW 2289,
049570216 H, 049 499199 W, 049
499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,078142113
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035,082977532 H, 08 2325405 W,
08 2240600 Fx
Board Member: David Lamont, PO
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079
461157 H, 079452575 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871,
068 537220 H, 068 537220 Fx
Paragliding Convenor
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Wills Ave,
Mount Waverley Vic 3149, 03
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03
4162676 fax
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW2443,018181017
PUG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079577142 (Forward PHG
Registrations to HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
941031 ph/fx/tam
Coaching Committee contael:
HGF A Operations Manager
States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave, Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 9384420 W
029799069H

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sports
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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COVER PHOTO
Phil Peck flying the training hill, Boonah SE Qld
Photo by Mark Bishop
CREDITS
Cartoons
Typing & Layout
Printer

Jules Makk, John Ross
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

Sec. Ian Duncan
029189962
093167628 W;
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091
Sec Jim Sherlock: 09 3285754 H, 09
4580710 W
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603
VicHGPA
062571899 W, 06 PO Box 400, Prahran 3181
Sec. Neil Bolton
Pres Rob Van Der Klooster: 052
2926310 H, 018 633219
Pres. Duncan Kelly
062805605 W,
223019 AH, 052 27257.3 BH;
062814556 H, 018 625091
Sec Tony Hughes: 052438245 AH,
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466 H,
052641091 BH
015269376
TasHGA
Nth Qld :
14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005. Sec.
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
James Freeman: 002253952 H
4740. Pres. Dave Lamont: 079
SAHGA
461157; Secrrrs: Ron lIuxhagen
1 Sturt SI, Adelaide SA 5000
079552913
Ph 082130660, Fax08 2117115
IIGAWA
Sec. Steve Hoeffs: 08452487 H, 08
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
2595991 W, Fax 082597115 W
Pres Danny Byrne: 09 3872893 H,
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064576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171

CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres/Sec Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
075435859
Sec. Hugh Ragg
078088415
SSO. KenHiU
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 478
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477

018770912
Sec. Sandra GemmeU
079750232
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Pres. Graeme Hall
074497490 w
V ice-Pres Steve Johnson
074461206
Sec. Pat Roberts
074415206
Treas Peter Roberts
074471121
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres & SSO Graeme
Etherton
077733580
Vice-Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645
SeclTreas Andrea Phillips
077799299H
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen
079552913

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Peter Aitken
066853358
Sec. David Smith
066843502
SSO. Peter Aitken
066853358
meet lst Wed ea month
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Garry Moulston
043344866
Sec Paul Gibbs
043341919
Site Officer Duncan
Brown
043342406
2nd I.!!..§ Tuggerah Lakes
Mem Club
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb

Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609

StanweU Park
042941656
Cudgegong Valley HG
Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063791310

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966

Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065 558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065 540416

Newcastle HG Clu b
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec BiU Olive
049213804 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club

lIIawarra Han g
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st Wed
Pres George Bame
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Anne McRitchie

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------~

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328

Stanwell Park Club
POBox 258
Helensburgh NSW 2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO. Mark Mitsos
042949065,018864083
meet 7.3Opm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers ' Club

HGFA Merchandise - Support your sport!
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back $19.95
Cap
9.00
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
6.95
Metal Lapel Badge
4.95
Car stickers
2.00
Embroidered badge
2.95

Sydney HG Club
Pres Clive Gilmour
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484

••• Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices···

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases.
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms : payment
with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125
12 months (FULL) Membership
$115
(Nth-NSW) 12 mths FULL Membership
$\35
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
(yVA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
$20
Additional Family Member (12 months)
$50
Rejoining Administration Fee
$25
$45
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
$15
TriallInstructional Flight (TIF) 10 Days total available through instructors only
$50
(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonfly)
$65
Overseas (sent SAL)
$95
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$5
FAILicence
$15
PHG Ops Manual
$10
Comps Manual
$5
Tow
Manuals
,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______________________ J

,
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Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Michael Powell
029188187
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674

Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
02681725
Sec Rob Fakes
015237565
Treas Tony Hudson
025701130
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
Tamworth/Manilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272
Upper Blue Mis
HGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480

Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Ca,ter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057572945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas & PG David
Romeril
057562216
PG SSO Geoff White
057501244
Club meets 1st Saturday
ea month Bright Shire
Offices 7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Church St Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
037702775
Sec. Hamish Barker
038884863
1st Wed ea month Retreat Hotel
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Trevor Crud in
037478752
Tres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Sec. Nicole Shalders
053492174
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Westem Australia .
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson
093647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec. Steve Prior
091611269 H
091611043 W
091611279 fax
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093506750 H
094916949W
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sa lIie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091798655 H

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
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While many pilots have been attending competitions, flying their
personal bests and making records, news of airspace issues has not
been good. Please take time to read the Operations Manager' s report.
CAA's latest change of plans has caused a good deal of concern for
the whole of sports aviation. Many believe that the latest Airspace
proposal sets sports aviation in Australia back at least a decade. Not
only is it more stringent than overseas standards, but it will be much
more expensive to administer. Most of our east coast sites would be
affected by these proposed changes. Not only would we be required
to carry VHF radios and transmit our every move, but the Authority
would like to see all aircraft carry a transponder. It would make a
casual fly at your local 300 foot coastal site a distant memory!

.
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Delegates from all sports aviation bodies recently met to discuss
a united stand against the CAA's proposal and all pilots are asked to
act immediately to make a stand by writing to members of parliament
and the Minister for Aviation.
Another reminder is the HGFA Planning meeting scheduled for
late March. Got any suggestions? Talk to your Board Member!
Have you thought of any more names for our association? Time
is running out. How about Australian Wing Sports Assoc, or maybe
Wings of Australia .. . perhaps that should be Over Australia .. .?
Until next month, safe flying everyone.
Marie Jeffery

Sky Cycles

Pty ltd

New Products

~01&~
1994-96
February 1995
25-5 Mar
WA Open (State Champ.) Wongan Hills (tow)
Andrew Hwnphries
093816053
March 1995
10-19
NSW State Titles (HG), Manilla NSW
Bill Olive
049213804
23-24
1995 HGFA Board Planning meeting (EGM),
Melbourne Airport Trave10dge
Ian Jannan
069472888
April 1995
14-17 Apr
SAAA Convention & Airshow
Eleanor Crago , SAAA HQ 265 Queens Pde,
Clifton Hill Vic 3068, ph 03 4824716 ,
fax 03 4823936, or John Liddell, 03 8982725 AH
29,30-1 May Inglewood Flyin, SE Queensland
Marie Jeffery
066 280356
May 1995
16-21
HGFA National Instructor Conference '95
National Sport Aviation Centre, Wangaratta
Aerodrome, Wangaratta Victoria.
January 1996
26-10 Feb
5th Women's World Championships, Bright
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N.w Product 1
Worried about all the 582 engine
failures? We now have a cheap and
accurate method of checking bearing
wear and actually predicting and.
therefore. preventing failure .
Developed by Cyclone. it can measure
wear in both cylinders in about 5
minutes . You can do this at 5 0( 10
hourly Intervals. and log bearing
clearance. Once bearing tolerance is
outside acceptable limits. wear
Increases rapidly and failure will
soon OCClK.
This product is a must for any serious
pilot 0( Rotax mechanic. It will
measure 277. 377. 447. 462.532.
503 and 582 engines. Prle. $175.00.

"How It Works"

New Product 2

Cyclone also has a prop balancer available. It comes with the
balance weights. You can balance a prop in a few minutes and
rebalance it every time it goes out with minimum effort.

Phone or fax us for full spec sheets.

Sky Cycles 'ty ltd, 14 Northern Ave,
Moorabbin Airport, Mentone Vic 3194
Ph: 03 587 5975, Fax 03 587 5976, Mb: 018336346
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forfeit our right to insurance claims.
In an article that appeared in the October
A couple of months ago I broke an arm
Sky sailor, I raised some questions about the
rwming into a rock. Yes I was attached to a hang
implementation of the Restricted pilot system.
glider and it was a big rock! However, a broken
These questions still are unanswered and I
arm is not bad considering the alternatives! So
would like you to clarify the following;
I write to say some thank you's.
I) What democratic processes were used to
For my thorough training (thanks, Steve
implement this system or was it purely an
Ruffels and congrats on the 100 km in the
executive
decision without any opportllllity
Owens); for the accident reports and discussion
for debate amongst the general memberand high safety priority in Skysailor and to my
ship?
fellow pilots in Tassie for their safety con2) Who was responsible for its implementasciousness.
tion and what justification was used. If
I was faced with a choice between a rock
statistics are the justification please clarify
ledge or deep water for landing. All the above,
the questions I raised in my October article
and in particular the recent tragedy at Byron
and explain why other pilot ratings have not
Bay meant that I never considered the water,
had additional restrictions placed on them?
despite the rock ledge looking very, very, very
3) In the November Sky sailor pilot responsiuninviting.
bilities were stated. TIle duty of a NovWhile I'm on thank you's; thanks to friends
icdRestricted pilot is to seek the advice of
and others for helping me walk out and getting
a safety officer or duty pilot before flying.
my glider out! Oh and thank you Margaret for
From my experience 50% of sites lack these
persevering with the backlog of Skysailors for
people or if present they don't advertise
me; they finally arrived despite the most evil
who
they are. Is this responsibility of the
intentions of the Tasmanian postal service.
Novice
pilot legally binding especially as
Keep up the good work.
the
advice
given is given with no legal
Safe flying
If the Novice pilot flies
responsibility?
Peter Keii, #72291
without such advice, be it because duty
Democracy and the legal pitfalls of
pilots were not present or not easily identified, will they still be covered by HGFA
Hang Gliding
insurance in the event of an accident? If not,
An Open Letter to the Operations Manwill privately held insurance be affected as
ager and other memben orthe board.
well?
There have been a number of concerns
4) Has any consideration been given to relatraised of late about the democratic processes
ing this restriction to logged hours? For
within the HGFA and we have been assured that
example if a pilot has logged experience
we are now democratically represented. We
equivalent to that of the intermediate cerhave also been encouraged to contact our reptificate should they become exempt?
resentatives with any issues and concerns that
These
questions are of concern to me for
we have about our sport. There are 2 issues of
several reasons. Firstly they don't give any
great concern to me and I am sure of interest
credit for intelligence to pilots. Most pilots seek
and concern to many other members. The first
advice when unsure. Making it a requirement,
is that of pilot responsibilities and how legally
in my view will not increase this. Secondly if
binding they are and the second is that of insurthe advice given is with total legal inunwlity,
ance and Wlder what circumstances we may
~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--, and some advice I

Dear Marie

have been given over
the years has been
quite dubious, why
are we legally required to seek it?
Lastly the democratic processes, including general
debate within the
membership via
Skysailor, have not
been seen to be followed. My other
questions concern
that of general legal
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--' liability in regard to

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd
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ratings of sites and gliders. Having flown a
reasonably large variety of sites I can't help but
notice the number of advanced sites being used
by schools for training and subsequently by
novice and intermediate pilots for flying. A
good example would be Bright Hill. I have no
doubt that having been trained there that novice
pilots can quite safely fly the site and do so very
regularly. My concern is that if a pilot rated less
than the site has an accident will the HGFA
insurance payout? Are site ratings legally binding on all pilots not under the supervision of an
instructor of safety officer? This also could
affect privately held hang gliding related insurance with tragic results on families. Similarly
the ratings placed on gliders. Would flying a
glider rated above your rating negate insurance?
I would appreciate your clarification of the
above matters and the publication of the response in Sky sailor along willi lliis letter so that
all people within our membership can understand their legal responsibilities a little better
and to see our new democratic HGFA in action.
Yours faithfully,
Mark Dedman. 34501.

Operations Manager's Comment:
Mark raises some valid concerns and questions, both in this letter and the article printed
in October Sky sailor. I will attempt to reply to
them individually.
c The rating system detailed in the June '86
Skysailor was never introduced. It actually
showed four rating levels: Pilot Certificate;
Intermediate/Recreational; Advanced;
Masters. Prior to introduction of the current
system, the Advanced and Masters were
combined and labelled the Advanced Certificate. Since then some upgrades have
been made as deemed appropriate.
The current Certificates are as follows:
Student Pilot Certificate - Issued by the
instructor whilst the pilot is undergoing training, self explanatory.
Restricted (Novice) Certificate - Issued
by the instructor on completion of the necessary
training and skill demonstration . The pilot must
pass the theory examination; demonstrate an
ability to safely take-ofT, tly and land; and
complete three soaring flights on three separate
days, the third witllOut radio assistance 1rom the
instructor. This certificate is often gained after
as little as eight or ten days training , after which
tile pilot can fly Witllout an instructor, but must
seek advice as to the suitability of conditions
from a Safety Officer or Duty Pilot. This certificate equates to PR I in the old four tier
system. It can be achieved before the pilot gains
much experience in reading weather conditions. The supervision requirement was not introduced lightly, it was necessitated by the
occurrence of accidents (which still continue)
where un-supervised Restricted Pilot Certificate holders misread conditions and are seriously injured or killed.
Intermediate Certificate - I ssued by

SKYSAILOR

either an Instructor or Club Senior Safety Officer after logging 25 hours flying on 25 different
days, demonstrating skill competency to any
Safety Officer and passing the theory examination. Restrictions do apply to this certificate operations are limited to within 16 nautical
miles of launch unless approval is gained from
an Advanced Certificate holder.
Advanced Certificate - Issued by either an
Instructor or Senior Safety Officer after logging
a minimum of 80 hours and 100 flights over at
least a year since gaining the Intermediate,
passing the theory examination, and demonstrating an ability to land in a restricted area and
fly cross country. The theory examination for
the Advanced deals mainly with airspace requirements and restrictions.
IJ
Changes made to the rating system are
sometimes initiated by Board members
themselves, though most are introduced by
the Coaching & Training Committee or
other HGFA committees such as the
Paragliding Committee. Some of these
changes have come about to bring our
sports into a closer parallel to other forms
of aviation. Our system resembles the GA
system of Student Certificate, Restricted
Pilot Certificate, Pilot Certificate and Unrestricted Pilot Certificate. The democratic
process used in adopting changes relies on
HGFA members electing and employing
appropriate people. As with most decisions
made in developing systems and administering our sports, they are usually made by
elected committees or personnel employed
for the purpose. We don't ho ld referendums
to change the road rules, yet we do live in
a democratic society.
IJ
The accident statistics provided in June
Sky sailor were raw numbers of reported
accidents. I agree that the number of Advanced pilots having accidents is alarming
and we are working to counter these wherever possible. For instance, the figures indicate that landing advanced gliders is more
difficult, hence the recommendation to retum to the training hill when moving into a
high performance glider. Easy to say, hard
to enforce (it is hard to teach an old dog new
tricks, though we will sWI try). Hopefully
by raising instructional standards, with
time our accident rates will improve across
all levels of pilot skill.
IJ
As to the likelihood of insurance standing
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IJ

IJ

IJ

up ifHGFA recommendations are not followed, I am no lawyer but I would imagine
that if a third party was injured due to an
accident involving a Restricted Certificate
holder which may have been alleviated had
advice been sought (and this could be
proven by the insurer), it may not. However, to prove that a briefing would have
prevented an accident would be extremely
difficult and unlikely.
If a pilot has logged the required hours, I
would certainly encourage them to gain an
Intermediate Certificate. This then enables
the pilot to fly without the need to be supervised. Many clubs conduct rating evenings
to enable pilots to upgrade, instructors and
Senior Safety Officers are generally willing
to assist.
The question of site rating is most relevant.
Rating Bright Hill as an Advanced site
certainly would be inappropriate. My advice from the North East Vic club is that it
is rated NovicelRestricted for paraglider
pilots and Intermediate for hang glider pilots (the hang gliding landing area can be
tricky in light conditions). I have discussed
the use of Bright Hill for training hang
glider pilots at great length with the local
instructors and it is only used when conditions are suitable and with an instructor in
the landing paddock on radio. In the Safety
Officer Workshop documentation recently
circulated to all clubs, I suggest that sites
could have a sliding rating dependant on
prevailing conditions (though this is up to
the club supervising the site). I also recommend that club Safety Officers should get
together and discuss appropriate rating/s
for each site. Where a site is to be used for
instruction, tlle onus is on the instructor to
ensure that the site and prevailing conditions are suited to the skill level of the
student, and the training operations to be
conducted. Most clubs allow Restricted pilots undergoing testing for an Intennediate
Certificate to fly at Intennediate rated sites.
As to the legality of flying a site or glider
rated above your qualifications, legal advice (from Kieran Tapsell, our tireless Honorary HGFA Solicitor) is that l-IGFA
members are insured unless the exclusions
in the policy can be applied. These exclusions include: flying lUlfegistered aircraft

(as required for trikes); operating aircraft
contrary to manufacturers recommendations (overloading, aerobatics, etc.); deliberately breaking Civil Aviation Orders.
Again, the insurer would have to be able to
prove that injury or damage resulted from
a deliberate, not accidental, breach of legal
requirements. Please refer to Kieran's article in Sky sailor - September ' 93 titled
"Comments on the HGFA Insurance Policy" as it contains a better explanation of
our msurance cover.
IJ
In regard to advice received from Safety
Officers, in the Safety Officer Workshop
documentation I mentioned previously, I
recommend that club Safety Officers discuss what information should be given to
Restricted Pilots dependent on each site,
etc. Generally Ulis is basically wheUlerconditions on the day are suitable. I also say
that any advice given should be carefully
considered.
I hope these conunents answer your questions Mark. Again I must say Ulat rules and
recommendations are not introduced without
lengthy consideration as to need and justification. Input is always welcome from members,
Urrough Board or committee members, or direct
to paid employees. TIle motive for changes is
to raise safety standards for the sake of pilots,
not to satisfy the Civil Aviation Authority.
Yours sincerely,
Craig Worth 0

Specialising in all
makes & models
of
hang glider sails

Call Andrew
018046865
19 Tatura Ave
North Gosford NSW 2250
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Entry Fee: $120.00, includes T-shirt, I st film and dinner. (Non competitors can book for tlle dinner, held Saturday 18)
Limited to 70 pilots. Advanced rated or competent Intennediate.
UHF radio and data back camera are required. This is a ladder point comp
and will be run to HGFA competition guidelines, plus local site rules.
In association, the "AirBorne Interclub Challenge" trophy will be
contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle Club.
Send your entry now, cheque marked "NSW Titles", to Bill Olive, 42
Princes Avenue, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone (049) 213804 Work.

1995 Corryong Paragliding Cup
Dates: Friday 10 March to Sunday 13 March

Australian Competitions
1995 Lawrence Hargrave Paragliding Challenge
Celebrate the dawn of the second century of flight at Stanwell Park!
Take the Stanwell Challenge and fly out and return or open distance along
the Illawarra Escrupment.
Until 31 st March, entry fee is $5 for Sydney PG and Stanwell Park
HG Club members, $15 for others, which includes complimentary club
membership. You'll get a map, entry and documentation kit.
Rules are simple; take-off from Bald Hill or Mitchell's, no preflight
declarations, and you'll need a camera for standard photographic flight
verification. Only uncut negatives will be accepted by the judges for the
Open title.
Out and return flights score double - 2 points per km, while open
distance and incomplete out and returns earn a point per km. Only your
best flight will count; highest score wins!
For more info or conditions, contact Peter Bowyer, clo Sydney PG
Club, PO. Box 225, Helensburgh, NSW 2508, or ph/fax 042 949065
See you on "The Hill", fly far, and good luck!

Western Australian Open (State Champs)
Dates: 25 February - 5 March 1995
Location: Wongan Hills (approximately 2.5 hours drive north east of
Perth)
Requirements: Intermediate or Advanced rating and all pilots must have
a tow endorsement. Reserve parachute mandatory and a camera (not
databack) is needed.
Entry Fee: $80 if received before 31 January 1995, $90 thereafter
Enquiries and Registration: Sarah Chadwick, 15 Harriott Street,
Willagee w.A. 6156. Phone: (09) 314 2749 A/H, 093602685 W.

NOTE: If Eastern States' pilots want to enter this comp and don't have
a team or towing equipment, phone Sarah and she may be able to put you
in one of the local teams or organise equipment hire for you.

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dates: 10 -19 March 1995
Registration: 10 March at the Royal Hotel. Comp to be
Saturday 11 to Saturday 18, with Sunday 19 as reserve day.

nul

from

This year the Cup will be designed to introduce new intermediate
pilots to cross country competition and sessions will be held in the
evenings covering such subjects as: cross country planning, photography,
scoring system and rules. Due to the length of the competition there will
be no National Ladder points awarded. However, future Corryong
Paragliding Cups will be held over 8 days and will be a National Ladder
Competition.
Equipment requirements: altimeter, reserve parachute, UHF radio,
camera.
Entry fee: $35 (includes 1 roll of film and sausage sizzle)
Headquarters: Courlliouse Hotel, Corryong
For further infonnation contact Stuart Andrews on 015 269602 or
069484484.

Overseas Competitions
Golden XC Classic, Canada
July 23-29 1995
Contact Ron Bermett 339 Hawkhill PI. NW Calgary AB T3G 3RT, Fax
403-221-6953

XIVth International Flight Meeting (Hang gliding)
Montegrappa
VIth International Flight Meeting (Paragliding) Montegrappa
VlIIth Trademark Prize (ultralight motors) Euganea
Vasi Trophy (navigation, speed and consumption)
Bassano del Grappa, Vicenza, Italy
13 to 17 April 1995
For furllier infonnation contact Flight Club "II Ranch" tel 049
5591198, fax 049 5591198.

Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
Lumby BC Canada
May 14-22 1995
Meet Director Leo Salvas, Box 416 Lumby BC Canada VOE 200 Ph
1-604-547-2422, FAX 1-604-547-2420.

International Speed Gliding
Competition (Hang Gliding)
Date: Practice Days: Fri 21st to Sun 23rd July 1995 inclusive
Competition Days: Mon 24th to Sun 30th July 1995 inclusive
Prize giving: Sunday 30th July 1995
Venue : Tor-y-Foel , Talybont-on-Usk, Brecon , Powys, Wales, Great
Britain
For furllier infonnation: Mr Murray Rose, Airsport Associates, Tyle
Llwyd, Llanfrynach, Brecon, Powys, Wales, Great Britain LD3 8PG.
TeUfax: +44 1874 665 481 .

Canadian National Paragliding Championships
August 5-7 1995
Contact Vincene Muller Box 2 Site 13 RR#2 Cochrane AB Canada TOL
OWO, 1-403-932-6760
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Altai Cup, Siberia
18-27 .June 1995 (see article this issue)
For more information please contact: Vladimir Mitin, President of
the Altai HG Association, 69 Lenin Prospekt, POB 67, 656015 Bamaul,
Russia. Phone: (3852) 22-1487; Fax: (3852) 26-0897; 24-7560; Telex:
233128 PlB SU, or in Australia contact John Elliott 065 689060 W,
695498 H before 8.30 pm or fax 065 689024 for comp rules and
accommodation details.

Introducing the Medii
The world's fastest set-up
tandem glider!

Paragliding World Cup 1995 Calendar
Feltre
24-30 April '95
Maurizio Bottegal, Via Dante 5, 32030 FONZASO (BL), Italy Tel & Fax:
++3943956630
Zillertal
24-28 May '95
Gleitschirmclub Zillertal, DotTplatz 3a, A-6280 ZELL 1M ZILLERTAL,
Austria. Tel: ++43 52822281, Fax: ++43 52822281-80
Piedrahita
15-21 July '95
Steve Ham, Centro de Vuelo, Travesia Duque de Alba 2,
05500 PIEDRAHITA, Avila, Spain. TellFax: ++34 20 362215, Mobile: ++34 06 621013
Gstaad
25-30July '95
Victor Steimle, OC Paragliding World Cup '95 in Gstaad-Saanenland,
c/o Gleitschirmclub Wassemgrat, Postfach 346, CH-3780 GSTAAD,
Switzerland. Tel: ++41 3046265, Fax: ++41 3049336
Avoriaz
14-20 August '95
Open International de Parapente, c/o CRM, 13 rue de la Bruyere, F-92120
MONTROUGE, France. Tel: ++3346560606, Fax: ++33 46560508
St Andre
4-10 September '95
Franryois Gerin Jean, Aerogliss, 04170 ST ANDRE-LES-ALPES ,
France, Tel: ++33 92891130, Fax: ++33 92890236

~

4 .. 3.. 2 ..1 .. Set up and
dy to go!
takes, in 1 minute 30 secon
bag , in four easy steps that m
breeze .

~

On the shoulders the Medii is lig
balanced, with no obstruction for
passenger due to the large A-frame.

~

Take-off is effortless and extremely forgiving
as all tandem gliders should bel

~

Once in the air you will find that the roll pressures
are very light to allow easy pilotage while you
explain the principles of flight to your passenger.

~

Performance is
tandem glider.

~

Landings are a joy. No-steppers in nil wind?

~

No worries, watch-out for the keel.

~

The Medii can handle all conditions from light
slope lift to turbulent thermic air in alpine areas as
extensive testing has been carried out in the
above conditions. The airframe is stressed to
+6/-3 9 and conforms to the S.HV standard .

~

The pack up is as simple and rapid as the
unpack, as the wings fold in, the sail concertinas
without having to be rolled . This leaves more time
for the more important things in life.

~

The Medii uses a system of radial battens that do
not have to be removed to facilitate a rapid
setup/packup.

PRE-PWC 1995 CALENDAR
Mexico
4-14 May '95
Miguel Gutierrez, Las Alas del Hombre, Apdo Postal 228, VALLE DE
BRAVO 52100, Mexico . TellFax: ++5272622176
Granada
7-10June '95
Club de Parapente Draco, Hotel La Bella Maria, Ctra. Sierra Nevada Km
8, 18190 PINOS GENII.., Granada, Spain. Tel: ++34 58488560, Fax:
++34 58 488726
Linzhou
14-20 September '95
Mr Wu Yingcheng, Aero Sports Federation of China, 9 Tiantan Neidongli, BEIJING 100061, China. Tel: ++86 I 7027804nO 11177 ext.
2325 , Fax: ++86 1 7027804n025289 0

comparable

The Medii bi-place by

to

a normal

T~I/-'

A must for the
Professional Tandem Instructor
Phone Joe Scott for details and test flights

066 84 3616,018 71 7141
February 1995
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' ... all associations, clubs and
pilots are requested to write to
their local member ofparliament,
the Minister for Aviation (Mr
Laurie Brereton) and the
opposition aviation spokesman
(Mr Warwick Parer) to protest
against the CAA proposal. '

Operations Manager's
Report
I must apologise to West and

South Australian members,
again I have had to postpone my
trip west to talk with clubs, pilots
and instructors. Unfonunately
my work load over the next couple of months necessitates the
postponement, hopefully I will
be able to make it over in spring.
NEW AIRSPACE PROPOSAL
By the time you read this report, the Civil
Aviation Authority should fmally have released
the amended CAO 95.8 we have been seeking.
Before you get too excited thinking that we will
atlong last be able to operate to 10,000' legally,
the CAA have also announced the new airspace
classification system, which, if adopted will
require all aircraft to carry VHF radio (and
transponders in many areas).

As we have come to expect from the CAA
international standards are not good enough fo;
Australia and they see a need to introduce more
stringent requirements.
The Australian moves to adopt new airspace regulations began back in 1985, initiated
by the chairman of the CAA Board of Directors
at the time, Mr Dick Smith. This system was to
be based on the standards recommended by the
International Civil Aviation Organisation
(lCAO), utilising an "alphabet airspace" system. The CAA labelled this the "Airspace Management and Air Traffic Services project"
(AMATS).
The original plan was not significantly different from the ICAO model, the airspace in
which we usually operate (to be classified
"Class G") being in line with ICAO standards.
An outline of the originally proposed AMATS
model is included in Section 6.6 of the HGFA
Operations Manual, though the model outlined
in the Ops Manual has the base of Class E at
5,000', rather than the ICAO recommended
10,000'.
As is presently required, the original pro-

Venturer - $13.620
Legal 2 seat 95.32
The Longjon Venturer is built in the UK to tough Section
:'5" c~rtifica~ion. This wing has an enviable safety record
including a flight from Germany to Australia. These units
have great performance and are available at rock bottom
prices. They are rugged, reliable and well suited to the
harsh Australian conditions. Test flights are available from
the importer.
) 800 wings sold worldwide

posal relied on utilising appropriate cruising
levels for different headings and using the ' seeand-avoid' concept as the main criteria to maintain separation between aircraft outside
controlled air space, Class G.
Of most interest to Australian hang glider
p~lots was the CAA recommendation during
rurspace negotiations that: "Hang gliders are a
form of glider and can thus operate in the same
manner as other gliders in regard to airspace."
This recommendation was accepted by all and
led to the amendments to CAO 95.8.
After much haggling between the CAA
"industry" and sport aviation bodies, a proposal
was thrashed out for a modified ICAO system
to be introduced in November 1993. However,
safety concerns with this proposed system
(mainly that aircraft in Class E would be using
several different radio frequencies whilst operating in the same area) led to it being shelved
prior to introduction and negotiation and "consultation" began again.
This process of consultation entails meetings between alI airspace users and the CAA
after which it seems the CAA does what it like~
anyway.
These latest rounds of consultation resulted
in the CAA's latest AMATS proposal being
cuculated, while the requests and submissions
from sport aviation associations have apparently been totally ignored.

Several facets of the IIew proposal are
awrmillg:
I

2

3

) Speed range Vs 28 mph
) Vne 100 mph
) Climb MAUW - 650 fpm
) Sink rate - 350 fpm

4

) Aspect ratio 8:1 (36 ft span)
) Ivoprop
) 6 to 9 litres/hour

Longjon Uentur~r, available from Longjon Engineering
Phone John Oliver 015 303 484 or our Victorian agent
Sky Cycles pty Ltd 03 5875975
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the base of Class E has been brought down
to 5 000' AMSL;
alI aircraft in Class E airspace must carry
VHF mdio (contrary to ICAO recommendations);
boundaries of the proposed Class E will be
along the east coast and across the Great
Dividing Range from north of Cairns to
Bass Strait, and within circles around Adelaide and Perth, and "to ground level in the
vicinity of controlled aerodromes";
requirement that all aircraft operating
above 5 000' in Class F airspace carry VHF
radio (contrary to ICAO recommendations);
Class G airspace will be replaced by Class
F outside controlled airspace across Australia;
requirement that all aircraft carry a
transponder within radar veils (radar veils
will be introduced around CTA - the size of

SKYSAILOR

these has not yet been announced, though
indications are that a 30 nautical radius is
proposed); and
7 there will be consideration given to a proposal (supported by Regular Public Transport (RPT) operators) that transponder
carriage be mandatory in Class E.
The CAA cannot logically show a need for
the introduction of the above requirements.
"Hazard surveys" conducted by the Gliding
Federation indicate that the likelihood of a midair is minimal and where it does exist - around
terminal areas and some country airports, it is
"vanishingly" small. These fmdings were recently supported by the CAA's own analysis.
It is proposed that all aircraft must carry and
use radio in Class E and above 5 000' in Class
F, meaning all operations above 5 000' will
require radio carriage. Pilots would be required
to advise all other airspace users (or Air Traffic
Service in Class E) of their identification, position, altitude and heading - it is hard to imagine
this doing anything other than overloading the
radio frequency and creating unnecessary
strain on Air Traffic Services.
The proposed Class E boundaries take in
the vast majority of our currently used sites. As
we cannot carry a transponder, the introduction
of "transponder veils" would effectively close
down many of our current sites around CTA. It
would also seriously curtail trike operations.
Obviously the HGFA is totally opposed to
the adoption of the CAA's suggested model and
the logic used in determining the proposal has
not been provided. It seems that these latest,
overly stringent requirements may have been
dictated by the air traffic controllers union and
justification from a safety point of view has not
been forthcoming .
We are not alone in our opposition. On
January 12 last I attended a meeting in Canberra
between representatives from all sport aviation
associations, the light aircraft owners and pilots
association (AOPA) and some of the smaller
airline operators. The meeting was called by
AOPA to present an alternate airspace classification proposal, drafted by Dick Smith and
other AOPA members.
This proposal generally reflects ICAO recommendations, the major differences from the
CAA proposal are:
• base of Class E would be \0 000'

those present at the meeting and the following
strategies were determined: .
• a press release detailing opposition to
the CAA proposal is to be issued;
• a sub-committee was established to
lobby representatives of those aviation bodies
not represented at the meeting;
• all associations and members are requested to mount a campaign to pursue media
and political contacts to gain support for the
alternate proposal and raise public awareness
of the restrictive nature of the CAA proposal;

Please keep the reports coming in. TIlOugh
I may not print details of all reports, all are
added to the HGFA accident data base. TIus
enables causes to be determined and procedures
to be established to attempt to prevent furt11er
occurrence of similar accidents.

This proposal was wholly supported by

February 1995
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AVOCET ALTIMETER WATCH
At last an altimeter watch that really
works. Real time altimeter. multi-fun ction
watch . temperature gauge. vertica l s peed
indicator with memory fun ctions. it wi ll
even record the number of thermals flown
and the best climb rate achieved I Not a
toy. a high -precision altimeter & c hronometer with 3 si licon chips. f emperature
compensated with accuracy to 10 feet.
Made in USA. serviced in Australia. with
2 year factory warranty. Early order6 re-

ceIve free extra 6port6 wrletband.

PRICE CUT

ONL Y ..$ 275.00

Limited offe r to pi lots. Post/pack $ 5.90

SUN-BLaCK-IT!

CLUB INSTRUCTORS

• the proposed Class F would be replaced
with Class G;

"'I

~

Whetller VHF radio carriage becomes
mandatory or only recommended (most of our
trike pilots already use them), the HGFA will
be issuing VHF radio operator endorsements to
our pilots. HGFA Instructors (from all three
HGFA disciplines) attending the National Instructor Conference in Wangaratta (May 16-21
next) will be introduced to the training syllabus,
examination and issue requirements for a VHF
Radio Endorsement. Club Senior Safety Officers are also welcome to attend to enable them
to also begin issuing endorsements.

Your club's last bulletin from the HGFA
office included a letter regarding the club overseeing Levell Instructors. Now that the Operations Manual has been approved, the end of this
year has been set as the deadline for all existing
hang gliding and paragliding training facilities
to be operating fully within the requirements of
the manual. This means that many part time
instructors will need to operate under local club
supervision. This entails the club executive
working witll myself to ensure that all training
is being conducted within the HGFA Training
Syllabus and associated guidelines.

----- ----SALE I•
-=-voce:: ......

VHF RADIO

ACCIDENTSIINCIDENTS

• radar veils and Mandatory Broadcast
Zones (now known as MTAF areas) would be
removed.

I
I
I
I
I

• all associations, clubs and pilots are requested to write to their local member of parliament, the Minister for Aviation (Mr Laurie
Brereton) and the opposition aviation spokesman (Mr Warwick Parer) to protest against the
CAA proposal.
Pilots must unite to ensure that the CAA
proposal is defeated. Hopefully common sense
will prevail and the proposal will be changed to
bring Australia into line with the rest of the
world.

AMSL;

• "transparency" for VFR operations in
Class E, F & G, i.e. other than recommended
"listening watch" on the appropriate VHF radio
frequency and adherence where possible to
cruising levels, aircraft operating OCTA under
visual flight rules rely on "see and avoid" as a
means of separation; and

r

I

Aeroshield (or Aussie 303) protects your
wing from sun d amage. Water ba sed.
lasts for months and easy to apply. Protect your investment with t hi s great UV
product. Also available from loca l dealers

$26.00 litre

Post/Pack $ 8.90

HALL AIRSPEED
PARAGLIDER ..
HANG GLIDER

LEATHERMAN
POCKET TOOL ..

$ :3:3.00
$ :34.00

$ 79.00

Post/Pack $4.50 ea

NEED A SATELLITE NAV '?
GPS's in stocks I Ca ll for discount price.

1995 UFM CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - ASK FOR YOUR
FREE COPY!!
Order by phonelfax or mail wit h your c redit card. Cheque or COD a lso OK.
All prices quoted tax exempt. .

Nol
Experience:
45 hours
Aircraft:
CAO 95.10 trike
Pilot injury:
Serious hand llljUry
Aircraft danlllge: Nil
Description: Prior to take-off tile pilot
was making adjustments to the carburettor with
tile engine nUUling, he t1len t1rrcw the spillUler

ULIRALIGHI FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182. NTH BALWYN, 3104
(03) 431-2131. (03) 744-1305
24HR FAX (03) 431-1869

I. _

-------- -..
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toward his vehicle parked behind the trike,
hitting the prop with his left hand. The prop
took the index fInger off cleanly, as well as the
nail of the third fInger, and seriously lacerated
the hand.
Lesson: Ouch! Don' t work on a running
motor!

No2
Pilot Exper.:
Aircraft:
Engine hours:
Pilot injury:

48 hours

CAO 95 .32 trike
70 hours
Bruising to chest & minor
cuts to right arm
Passenger injury: Nil
Aircraft damage: Bent control bar, damaged
windscreen, damaged
right strut
Description: Shortly after take-off, engine stopped instantly without warning. Pilot
landed in the only paddock available, bounced
over several undulations and came to rest
against a fence.
Lesson: Inspection revealed the rear cylinder had seized-up. This apparently was
caused by the engine running too lean. Carburettor adjustment carried out by a friend of the
owner had left the engine running too lean,
starving the cylinders of oil. Adjustments to
engines should be carried out by qualifled personnel.
This also drives home the need to ensure
that an emergency landing paddock is available

at all times. Two-stroke engines can fail at any
time.

No3
Pilot Experience: 150 hours
Aircraft:
High perfonnance hang
glider
Site:
Inland tow strip
Pilot injury:
Minor bruising
Aircraft damage: Broken leading edge,
crossbar, control frame,
bent batons
Description: Pilot unable to hold correct
station whilst aero towing, tug pilot released at
around 100'. The glider pilot then initiated
360$ turn to land in paddock next to strip,
failing to release rope. On fmal approach the
rope snagged on a dead tree and abruptly
stopped the glider at around 20' above ground,
the right wing dropped taking most of impact
as it crumpled.
Lesson: This accident could very easily
have resulted in serious injury. The approach
was around the tree on which the rope snagged
and though aware that the rope was still attached to the glider, the pilot chose not to release it for fear of losing control of the glider.
When given the rope or in the event of a
rope break, no matter what fonn of towing:
First - control the glider, Second - get rid of the
rope! If unable to release the rope, a landing
must be made clear of obstacles, preferably
circling down over the rope and levelling out to

land as low as possible to minimise dragging
the rope along the ground.

PILOT TRAINING
Rick Harper ' s letter in the December
SkysaiJor raises some very valid points, I guess
my accident reviews are a start to his suggested
list 0 f "Don' t Dos" . The HGFA must rely on our
instructors to provide comprehensive training
for our new pilots. Our various training syllabi
provide training programs which are continually being upgraded to ensure that they remain
appropriate. Thorough training, coupled with
on-going assistance from experienced pilots as
the new pilot gains experience has been proven
to minimise accidents. Unfortunately on the
opposite side of the scale is the new pilot's
desire to learn as cheaply as possible which
tends to limit the amount of training sought.
Often pilots are reluctant to seek advice from
others for fear of embarrassment.
A start to a short list of "Don't Dos" would
be:
• Don't fly in adverse weather,
• Don't fly outside your personallimitalions;
• Don' t fly outside your aircraft's limitations;
• Don' t panic; and
• If in doubt, don't do it! !!
Fly safely,
Craig Worth 0

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland

4.

24 hour hot line seven days a week

5.

Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes

6.
7.
8.
9.
1 O.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
12
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The After Flight
Check
By Mark Sullivan

The pre flight check. It is something
that any pilot with an ounce of self
preseNation will religiously complete
prior to committing aviation. I am not
just referring to our elite flock of fliers
either. I am speaking of anyone that
straps their bodies into or onto anything that leaves the clutches of
mother earth for more than a few seconds at a time.
These skybound beings should also, or in
fact do, perfonn routine maintenance or safety
checks as a matter of routine. These 'After
Flight' checks are just as important as the pre
flight checks.
Consider this. How many times can you
recall miscalculating your flare and nosing in?
How many times have you erred in your ground
handling and subjected your bird to an impact
of some sort? Maybe few, maybe many. But
how many of you, after these fairly minor incidents, thoroughly checked your battle scarred
hangster. More to the point, how many of you
continued to jump, run or roll without thoroughly carrying out this check (and how many
survived)? The following is an account of
someone who didn' t (carry out the check, that
is).
Roughly a week before December 6 last
year, my spouse was coming in on fmals. Keen
to get some ' publishable ' ground shots, I positioned myself so that she would fly nearby. The
barber must have shaved a spot-landing target
into the top of my scone because she made her
best effort to hit it, flaring early and nosing over
one wing low. The said wing touched the
ground. However, on inspection, the L.E appeared serviceable.
Later, on 6 December, she took off for a
soaring flight. At this point, she noticed a
marked tendency for the glider to turn left. On
entering a turn in that direction, the glider entered an irrecoverable left hand spiral dive that
terminated at ground level, the glider impacting
in a nose low, wings level attitude. The pilot
broke her arm and was knocked unconscious,
saved by her helmet which ended up in sixths
(a good argwnent for the ever faithful bone
dome). Luckily she made a full recovery.
Some time later, I removed the sail to inspect the airframe for damage. A bend was
found in the L.E outboard section. It is noteworthy that tlus was the same L.E that contacted the
ground in the ground in the earlier incident. The
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only other damage was a broken downtube
and a bent nose batten. From this it is possible
to conclude that the L.E may have been bent
earlier and contributed to the spin! spiral dive.
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'How many times can you
recall miscalculating your
flare and nosing in? How
many times have you erred
in your ground handling and
subjected your bird to an
impact of some sort?'

and A-frame, exhibited signs of fatigue and a
The point I am trying to make here is that
large dent where the kingpost used to sit. A tom
no matter how small or insignificant the prang,
bolt hole was found where the A-frame used to
thoroughly check your flying machine. Every
hang. Finally, when I removed the nose plate
once in a while, pull the sail back and check the
assembly to access the L.E 's, several bolt holes
integrity of the nuts, bolts, pins, rivets, holes,
were grossly elongated. Pretty scary stuff hey?
sleeves and tubes - be ruthless. CHECK
Maybe your wings are tlle same.
THOSE HIDDEN TRAPS. What follows is a
The point is that everything here due to its
recent experience of mine that could have
location and nature was hidden from the averended in disaster.
age pre flight check, but not from what I reI was setting up a glider that I had recently
ferred to earlier as the 'After Flight' check.
purchased. It was on its A-frame, side onto a
Learn
from these mistakes. Have a good thorlight wind. A 'freak' gust flipped the kite beough look at your hang glider - often and parfore I had a chance to grab the nose wires (a
ticularly after a bingle or when you're buying
stupid and unnecessary set of circumstances on
it. Even better, take it to your local dealer or
my part, but that's beside the point). I managed
manufacturer for a good looking over. After all,
to arrest the tumble somewhat, in order to minthis is a prized and precious piece of equipment
imise damage, and proceeded, albeit shakily, to
we are talking about here. Look after it. 0
park this dacron and aluminium monster tail
into wind.
I checked the sail
and airframe, making
sure to sight down the
keel and carefully run
my hands down the
L.E. Aside from a
couple of bent battens, it appeared free
from damage. NeverIn the heart of Victoria's
theless, I packed up,
finest alpine country
grumbling and cursing, and proceeded to
Come and stay at a hostel operated by a
haul my sorry soul
pilot for pilots.
back home to inspect
Comes with local site knowledge, AVFAX
things more closely. It
weather information, XC planning advice
was then that I realand a radio base.
ised that had I have
flown that fateful day,
Sky out during the day, then come and
you wouldn't be readrelax and exchange your flying yarns with
ing this now. Instead
pilots from all over the globe.
you would have read
The hostel is in the centre of town, opposite
a slightly more morthe PO. Look for the windsock at the top
bid version in the pa-

::~gk~ta~~~::s
Hostel

pers.

The L.E, which
felt fine behind the
mylar and battens ,
was severely dented
and slightly bent just
aft of the nose plates.
The keel, which appeared free from
damage or fatigue
earlier, now, upon removal of the kingpost

JlfB,

end of town.
A night will cost you from $14 per person
(share). Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce
the cost even further! Twins and dorms.
Breakfast available from $2.75
Contact Geoff or Maz White
PO Box 67, Top Floor. 4 Ireland St
Bright Vic 3741

Tel: 057501244, Fax: 057 501246
Mob: 018052793, UHF repeater #8
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An Introduction
To Gliding
(Sailplaning)
By Pete Muffet

Throughout my involvement
with hang gliding, I have been
aware of three groups of pilots
(paragliding creating a fourth).
There will always be the purist
'hangie' who appreciates hang
gliders for what they are and
accepts each advance in performance even though it is measured in figures to the right ofthe
decimal place! And then there
are those who aspire to greater
distances, thus the evolution of
foot launched sailplanes such as
the Swift, with a price tag proportional to its glide ratio.

Noosa
and

Wans Bridge, SE Queensland

s

OUNb

CAA Approved
Trike sales, Service & Instruction
Accommodation available
Tuition 7 days

%6 SuveTj Of!
Joanne Murar

(074) 491141; 018 708SS1
PO Box 82, NOO$aville Qld 4566
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Peter MufJet in Astir before launch at Cooma (Canberra
Gliding Club) - p Phil Robinson
Still some others prefer simple endurance
so mount noisy, guzzling engines with propellers to beat the ether into submission. (And still
yet are the paragliders who have taken us back
to the ' stone' age for those who prefer shorter
flights!) I am personally a purist pilot - that is
to say I don' t particularly wish to evolve my
hang gliding in any direction - and yetI derive
a living and immense satisfaction from powered aviation. I have also just been introduced
to the wonderful sport of gliding . This is that
story.
It was decision time. I had made the phone
calls, received the mail, waded through the wad
of paper I had collected and been appropriately
perplexed by the intricate fee structures
adopted by various gliding clubs. All I had to
do was decide, where (and in some locations
who!), when and whether to do a flexi-flyer,
fixed rate or full-time one week live-in
course. Some of you might already be wondering HOW MUCH? Well that too will vary
greatly, however, to go solo be prepared to
spend in the vicinity of$IOOO up to double that
if you have two left feet' I chose the one week
full-time course offered by the Gliding Club of
Victoria (GCV) situated at Benalla for the advantages of the most economical fee and consistency offlying. I was also very lucky to have
jagged a week of exceptional weather.
Well, the day came so I hired a Beech
Bonanza and flew to Benalla arriving on tile
evening of tile last Friday in March. I was
greeted by the sight of trike circuit training
which was quite pleasant as they were virtually
silent from the far runway. I checked in at the
office which is staffed seven days a weck by
extremely friendly people (so don 't be shy to
give either Arule, Valor Debbie a call at any

time on 057-621058), then stowed my bags in
the bunkhouse before returning to the bar to
meet the gathered throng of pilots. This in itself
is worthwhile experience as til ere are a number
of pilots providing a large range of experience
and backgrounds. (l even managed to exchange
a few Caribou ' warries' Witll a veteran from Air
America - for those who have seen the Mel
Gibson movie!) Benalla airfield is also the
home of a hang gliding/trike school, whose
pilots and students also utilise tile facilities at
the clubhouse. In fact the exchange of anecdotes , fact, fiction and theory continued
throughout tile week which kept the cerebral
matter active while ever conscious.
Midweek evenings, which tend to be quieter than weekends, were spent in the company
ofLes, an eccentric engineer and devoutly purist glider pilot and Justin the yOWlg weekday
'tuggie' . When quizzing me ormy Imowledge
of aerodynamics and discussing the boundary
layer, a fairly typical question from Les was,
"but have you considered the topic in relation
to momentum?" He was serious, so I think it
was at this point we changed the conversation
to religion, politics, or was it Ulat other contentious topic? ' Les said Ulat he knew a few "gorgeous" 40 year old women which caused Justin
to spark up and raise an eyebrow! ! All tllis, WiUl
an open bar and being treated to biplane aerobatic displays overhead the rWlway against the
backdrop of another pertect sunset, was a pilot's paradise.
FLYING!! Yes, there was plenty ofUlat too.
Saturday dawned, as did the next six days, a
perfect autumn moming WiUl the promise of a
six thousand feet cloudbase and light thennals.
While Ule ' guns' contemplated Ule conditions
and decided on a task, I made my way out to
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the field and was introduced to the duty pilot
and my instructor for the day, JOlln Spura. John
had already been given a summary of my experience, my name was on a list of students (I of
3) and there were plenty of gliders pre-flighted
and ready to go. I was impressed - these people
are organised! John introduced himself and in
a very friendly manner simply said, ' that's our
aircraft (an IS28), let's go! ' At his point I did
wonder where pre-flight briefmg, and some
glider theory might fit into the scheme of
things, however, with over 4000 powered flying hours and eight years of hang gliding experience, I was confident that I could respond to
airborne instruction without being distracted.
Anybody who has any powered flying experience will appreciate and could not help be
impressed by the simplicity of glider checklists.
I was shown the "wa1karound" strapped in,
completed the cockpit checks in accordance
with the placard (CHAOTIC is very easy to
remember!) and next thing I knew there was a
stirring of dust as the Pawnee tug powered up
and we were suddenly skimming the ground at
two feet waiting for the tug to become airborne.
Aerotowing a glider is essentially no different
to aerotowing a hang glider and just like close
line astern formation flying to a powered pilot.
Having done both it came naturally to me, so
after lift-off John handed over and I was not
required to relinquish control of the stick for the
remainder of the week!
The Gliding Federation of Australia (GFA)
is a self goveming body as per the HGFA, and
as such has the capacity to be flexible enough
to cope with the range of experience it is presented with to teach and certify. I had not assumed this flexibility, nor had any
preconceived ideas as to how I might progress,
simply hoping that by the end of the week's
course I would be a solo glider pilot. Even I was
amazed at the willingness of the club for me to
progress at the rate of which I was capable, even
to the extent of encouragement. This enabled
me to go solo by the end of day I, single-seat
qualified on day 3, cross-country (out-landing)
certified on tile morning of day 5 and completed
a 147 km triangle in a Janus two-seater that
afternoon. I did have the assistance of tile club
operations Manager, John Williamson, who operated tile digital electronic vario and Macready
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"device" - a magic and amazing piece of kit!
That night I flew the Bonanza to Canberra for
a social visit and recounted the week's events
so far - I was having a ball!
The next day immediately upon my return,
John "Willy" took me by the ear, had the barograph signed and sealed, the task declaration
form completed, a map, camera and mount
ready to be fitted to the glider which was already waiting out at the strip.
Before I knew it I was sealed into a Junior
single-seater and Willy was waving his dusty
old towelling hat madly over his head to the tug
pilot. There I was airborne without a hat, no
sunscreen on my face and hardly a chance to
have caught my breathe before attempting my
official silver "C" XC distance (50 km.) After
a slow start I managed to complete the declared
goal 130 km Out and Return. I was stoked to
say the least! It was all such a rush and I glad
to get straight back into the Bonanza to fly
home before last light as my destination was not
equipped with airfield lighting. It was not until
I was able to put my feet up at horne, with a light
sprinkling of rain on the roof that it hit me. In
just 6 days I had completed the transition to
become a cross-country glider pilot and took
home a log book with some 4 hours dual, 13
hours solo (9 hours single-seat) and over 270
kms XC. On day 7 I wallowed in my own
satisfaction at horne while outside it rained.
LIFE IS GOOD!

Addendum
GCV is situated at Benalla which is approximately 250 kms north of Melbourne on
the Hurne highway. It is reportedly tile largest
gliding club in the southern hemisphere and is
a full-time organisation purely existing for the
purpose of promoting the sport of gliding. Club
facilities include a large, modern clubhouse
incorporating a bar, bistro (providing fine
meals from dinner Friday to dinner Sunday at
excellent value), administration and lecture facilities, and a bunkhouse. Their range of aircraft
include 3 tugs, a motorglider (for outlanding
check and training), 7 two-seaters (including a
Janus B - very nice!) and 10 single-seaters. The
Ops Manager, John Williamson, was a British
national team member and BGA national coach
for a number of years (and I'm sure he must
have been a "wedgie" in a past life!) Benalla is
ideally situated in close proximity to many of
the country's premier hang gliding sites and
generally enjoys fantastic weatiler typical of
inland Australia.
With its range of aircraft, fme facilities,
excellent situation and lively social scene, I can
highly recommend GCV to the aspiring student
and discerning glider pilot alike. If you have the
time and inclination to take a trip to Benalla and
have always wondered what it would be like to
glide at the same ratio as the curvature of the
Earth, you will not be disappointed. Alternatively contact your nearest gliding, club to consider your options. Powered pilots should have

Clearance ·S ale
Blades 132, 141 and 153
Sting 118 and 154
Buzz 140
Call the factory for prices

AirBorne

WindSports
Pty Ltd

Unit 22/30 Kalaroo Road, Redhead NSW 2290

Phone 049 499 199

Fax 049 499 395
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A Pltocus

An Introduction to Gliding (Sailplaning) continuedfrom previous page. ..
little difficulty converting quickly to a sailplane
(just some good practice using their feet!),
while XC hang glider pilots, once familiar with
3-axis control, will enjoy distinct advantages
when soaring.
The purpose of writing this article is to
motivate and inspire anyone who shares the
love of being airborne. Whatever your current
flying vocation, if being in the air is a passion
then sailplaning is a temptation you should not
resist!
GCV note: The author is a military Qualified Flying Instructor currently flying Falcon
900 VIP jet transport aircraft. He has instructed
ab initio students to cheCk and training of jet
pilots during a career spanning in excess of IO
years continuous flying duty. Along with considerable hang gliding experience this places
him at one extreme of a wide spectrum of pilot
experience and ability. The above article demonstrates a rate of progress which is possible,
however it should not be expected by those less
experienced. It is reasonably conunon though,
for a student with little or no flying experience,
to achieve solo standard in a sailplane within a
one week, full time course. 0

My MiSTRESS
By Elgar Starkis

After reading Godfrey Wenness's article last year on the
theme of whether to buy an advanced glider or stick to an intermediate, I am inspired to
blow further wind in Godfrey's
sails in support of the questions
his story raised.

As an intermediate rated pilot with only 37
odd hours under my wing (or rather, a variety
of wings) I am able to anecdotally relate a
recent flight experience with which I was able
to prove to myself that a safe intermediate wing
should be my choice for quite some time yet.
We recently travelled to Canberra for our
son's engagement party and my wife let me take
my "mistress" with us. Lyn calls my new
Phocus my mistress because I escort her everywhere. I'm often caught fondling her various
parts, fiddling with her zippers & straps, and
end up getting high with her as often as possible.

Brian Lewis at Tura Beach - p Elgar Starkis

h nol complimenl
/NSTRUCTORS···~r:lions course wflh
oVPATlON Nav KII.
Your exlended
Ihe INNA
. uire inlo having
SCHOOL OWNERS··~~~ame prinled on
your School ~~~~nl cover.

i

auanlily buy rales apply·

IsH!J.!Av.
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• 100% Australian designed and manufactured.
• Sturdy folder style platform.
• Manufactured to suite left/right hand pilots.
• All weather proof.
• Turntable for easy chart rotation.
• Laminated flight plans/ data sheets.
• 3 semi detachable chart/data pockets.
• Indelible pen.
• Unique velcro fastening sysytem.
• Metho wipe.
• Adjustable leg strap.
• Tough carry bag.

SPORT AVIATION NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
P.o. BOX 274 MAITlAND N.S.W. 2320
Phone: 015 782 898
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only by the aroma of frying sausages and
intenni ttent vario beeps. Only in my dreams.
The reality was a 5 minute sled ride with
enough height over the landing paddock to
practice some wing overs and spiral dives. I
truly question whether one of the advanced
"high performance" wings would have offered much more fun and performance that
my Phocus or the intermediate wing of your
choice.
Sunday was the day my eyes were to be
really opened on the question of canopy
choice. Spring Hill was "blown out" with a
30 km westerly. Instructor Mike Brady bundled a handful of eager pilots to the top of
Lanyon. This site is another sturming series
of hills and ridges overlooking some to the
extreme southern Canberra suburbs. On top
we were greeted by a 20 km air flow up the
face and occasionally over the rocky knob
from the south. A woman novice pilot twice
attempted inflation and twice withdrew,
with the canopy curling over under the influence of the occasional rotor from the

Bill Roberts at Tura Beach _ p Elgar Starkis south. Wisely she withdrew to fly another
day. I waited for a westerly gust up the face
and took ofT uneventfully. My flight plan
was to explore the ridge face to the south, to
On Saturday afternoon the Canberra crowd
establish the true prevailing wind and then try
were out at Pig Hill facing the prevailing eastto climb to the forming and eroding series of
erly. As I had never flown here before I was
cu's above the hill. While reaching for the
keen to get at very least, a sled ride to have a
southerly ridge I encountered massive sink
look at this peak. When I eventually arrived
mixed with occasional pogo stick jumps and
there courtesy of Neil "you can't miss it" Bolbumps, and a minor 25% wing collapse in the
ton's directions I was greeted by Dave in the
lee side rotor. Minor because my wing didn't
landing paddock who explained how to reach
even change direction! Although I did correct
the swrunit. Met John Raynor Sharpe and Chris
and fly the good half and pump out the deflated
on the way down, and John was kind enough to
side, my mistress remained solid and flew on in
drive my vehicle down for me as he had fmspite of her skirts being ruffled.
ished for the day.
I wonder if! would have been so fortunate
There were three of us left for fmal sleddies
in a high performance "tucky wing" with my
as the wind had dropped to 0-3 kmIh. This was
limited skills and experience? A total collapse
the day I would willingly have flown a high
or negative spin this close to the hillside may
aspect twitchy tucky wing, something with rack
well have met with disastrous consequences.
& pinion steering, responsive to the slightest
Flight plan still intact, I fmally encountered
weight transfer and a glide ratio that would take
lift
from
the southwest after rounding the ridge.
me across the border and leave all those boring
For
the
next half hour I struggled to get a
intermediate wings in my wake. The sink rate
"handle"
on the conditions with occasional
for this baby would keep me up for hours above
bursts
of
narrow
Ulermals up to 4 mls mixed
the neighbouring farmer 's barbecue, guided
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NOT ~AVE bEEN flyiNG AGAiN T~E dAY.'

with gusts and lulls from the prevailing winds.
I say winds because the directional change was
ever present from westall the way to south. One
minute a bowl that provided good lift from the
west became a distributor rotor, and to cap it ofT
I'm sure the Almighty was whisking the air
with a giant invisible spoon just to make it more
interesting .
When the gusts increased and became more
southerly and our cu's eroded, I decided to
explore the ridge to the north and then the
landing paddock. I was greeted by strong thermal bursts swept up from the "burbs" by the
ever increasing omni-directional wind. These
thermals, while easy to catch and constant,
created regular control problems with one side
or the other being lurched upward as if teased
by a giant invisible hand. Not content with this
mischief, the giant hand then pushed the canopy
behind me and then in front - creating a hypnotic pendulum state. The good thing about all
this was it was wonderful practice! I had up to
now experienced strong wind thermals at
Manilla, "rough" air at Mystic and Corryong
and our own Bega Valley but never before had
I encountered this.... this air from hell .
When the gusts eventually climbed to about
40 kmIh over the ridge top, I "wimped out" and
speed-barred it back to the landing paddock.
Thus ended what was an hour's worth of a
sobering learning experience for me. At the end
of the day I have even more confidence in my
wing in extreme conditions, and a greater
knowledge of how she performs and what I
have to do to keep her flying on an even keel.
I have little doubt that had I been flying a
high aspect high performance wing in those
conditions I may well not have been flying
again the day. 0

BOGONG CUP 1995
1st T O MA S S U C HAN EK, Xtr a li te 147
3 rd J ea n -M a rc Dum o nt , Xtl14 7
4th S t e ve G ilm o ur, Xtl 147
6 th S t eve Bl e nkin so p, Xtl 147
8th S t eve Mo yes, Xtl 147
9th Geoff Tulloch, Xtl147

W O MEN 'S RE SU LT S
1. Co rinn a Sc hwi ege rsh a use n , Xtl 137
2 . Tove H ea n ey, Xtl 137
3. To ni N o ud , Xtl 137
B-G RADE
1st Kraig Coo mb e r, Xtl 137
2nd Tove Heane y, Xtl 13 7

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty. Ltd., 173 Bronte Road, Waverley 2024 NSW Australia, Tel: (02) 387 5622 Fax: (02) 387 4472
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FA! NTERNATIONAI.. PHOTOGIW'HIC COM'ETTT1ON
The entry/onlrtH ahouId be oubmItted In tho Iorm cI I'IlotogRpho or
TrW'leParenciel.

Tho only occoplablo oizo cI phcIogropho II r x 10" I200nYn x 2lSOmm).
The Prize WWlMrS Ifld otI'l« entranta will -ore. to the use of their
photograph/photraphl 10< any publicity or reproduction that FA! deems
nec..s"'Y, at the oxpenso cI FAL
The entry/_, once oubmIItod, becomo tho property cI FA! end wi' not be

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
OFRCIAL ENTRY FORM

returned.

The F6d6r1lllon A"'onautlque IntemaIionaIe (FAIl Ie holding on ()pen International Competition
lot original photographs 01 . . opons, which could be uold to promote air sports.

The PrizoW...-wtlbo.,.".,..,.,.d.the October, 1995 FA! Genorol ConI...enco
at Son City, South AIrtca.
The decision 01 tho PItlOI cI Judgel wtI b. 11M end noither the FA!. no< any one
associated with FAI. wiI enter into any cbcuasion Of COfTupondence.
Proof of ma~ wit not ~ Kc:epted •• proof of ditWery and nerther FA! nor the
Judges wi .ccept responsibility i1 the event .., entry ia not received.

PRIZES IN US DOI..I..ARS WI.l. BE AWfI«JEIJ TO THE FIRST THREE PlACES.
US, 500
USUOO
US,100
., adcition to cash prizes, the winners will receive a CertiIicaI. of Recognition from FAI.

._de<!.

so Consolation Prize., in the form 01 a one year'1 free oublcripllon to AIR SPORTS
INTERNATIONAl.. the FA! magazine, will olIO be

The _ _ !!lUI! be IiqIId ond IUbmIIMI to the IoIowIng

addrMe. no __ than 15th JLrle

1_:

EdIIot-ln-01W I. I'\mbtw
Ik Spona .IIlimaIIDIIII
D - 10 NIzamuddIn Welt
New Da1h1110013

By sigtVlg tho en1ry Io<m. tht ....rontl agtH to givo he use of tho copyright on the
photographs lubmitlad 10 FAI Ie< unlimitod roproductlon. and tho ontronts certify thai tho
tubmitted photographs are the CIriOina' work of the entrant. Unslgnltd .nute. wiU not be
KCIIpted.
I't..EASE Cl£.o.RLY PRINT OR TYPE THE FOUOWING:
Nomo:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Addre.s:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pollcode: _ _ _ _ _ _ CoI.ntry: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

INDIA

Tolophono Number. _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax N<mbor [_ ony): _ _ _ _ __

The Photographic Competition entries must convey the ...entlalspirit of air sports.
The entriH maya be _
., Colour 01 Black & Whit • .
Th. iii( sport disciplln.. include:
General Aviation Aiplanes
BoIloons & Anhipe

By ligning thll entry larm, I have clearly undImood tho above mentioned rules and hereby
abide by thorn.
~o:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Aerobatlc Airplanes

Model Airplanes
Hang GIicIenI & Pwaglidera

Parachuting
Mlcrolights
Gliders
Spaceaaft
Rotorcralt
An entrant may send any number 01 entrie•.
A certificate certifying that the entry is the original worI< 01 the tntrant MUST
accompany the photograph/photographs.
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TRIKE or MICROLIGHT FLIGHT TRAINING
GAWLER AIRFIELD SA (Just 40 mins from Adelaide CBD)

RAINBOW BEACH

COMP

CONSIDER THIS ...
OZ FLlt;HTS' ·Trlk. Conversion Cou,..' lor HANt; t;UDER,
PARAGUDER, UI1RAUGHT, GUDER or GENERAL AVIATION PILOTS
With just 10 hou,. Intlructlon, convert to YOUR
TRIKE PILOT CERTIFICATE for just $750, in 1 WEEK- " ,'YES' I
C1 Week Inten:sive Cou~e ' or ' Individually designed programme')

AND Get All Thls:•
•
•
•

10 H~. In-Flight Instruction
•
5Hrs. Theory & All Brteflngs
•
Training Notes
•
Exam papers: Rules of Air &
•
Basic Aeronautical Knowledge.

PHG Insurance Levy
PHG Ops Manual, binder & log ook
HGFA student Pilot CerttficateHGFA Pilot Certificate("Conditions Apply)

AND

AND
YOU GET aU this FREE when you buy a New Trike through 01 FLIGHTS

ALSO AVAILABLE
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 Hr. PILOT CERTIFICATE COURSE & EXTENDED OPS for $1500'
AERO-TOWING & AERO-TOWING ENDORSEMENTS
TRIKE SALES Airborne, Pegasus, Mainoir
On Airfield ACCOMMODATION
AIRCRAFT HIRE for S50/Hr . Wet
TRIAL INSTRUCTIONAL FUGHTS from $25 & TlF GIFT VOUCHERS
'So, come to ADELAIDE and ffy 'On the EDGE' with

OZ FUGHTS AVIATION.
..... DELAIDE's mast acceS$lble Tdk. School
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a Week-

REPORT

The Rainbow Beach comp was held again tius year with three
days of good to marginal flying weather. Sixty-four pilots registered
and filled the skies along the spectacular ridge for the three days.
Speed nUlS, spot landings and distance runs were held and completed
by pilots from novice to advanced with ages ranging from 15 to 60
years. As this was a fun comp, a lot of that was had too with Jeanie
Cookman again suppling BBQs to all hungry pilots and Dave Cookman doing most of the work involved. Quite a few families were also
involved with at least three parent and offspring pilot combinations
in the compo
Competition hotted up on the last day with a speed nul in marginal
conditions with a lot of bombouts on the beach. Some uprights got
bent but no one reported any injuries for the entire comp which says
something for the pilots flying . Many of them were novices flying in
very crowded skies.
ResulJs were as folwws:
Encouragement Award, Nathaniel Lindsay (16 yrs)
Most Improved, Luke Elliot (15 years)
Advanced: 1 Allan Goldsworthy, 2 Phil Hystek, 3 Speedy Gonsalves
Intermediate A: I Scott Howell, 2 Michael Cooke, 3 Jason Turner
Intermediate B: I Chris Nagel, 2 Paul Henunix, 3 Peter Gray
Novice: I Tony Roberts, 2 Neil Little, 3 Ken Cooper
Ladies Trophy - Shirley Lake
Many thanks to all those who attended for making it such a good
comp and fun time. 0
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FA]
Check list for setting an
aviation record
•

Contact your National Airsport Control Organisation (NAC)
to determine what the best previous performance is, if any,

tower personnel are entitled to certify the times of start and
finish .
•

discuss the flight and the procedures for documenting the
record,
•
•

•

•

•

Send your NAC the complete details of the flight (on the
prescribed forms if applicable *) including any evidence
required such as photographs, barograms.

•

After your NAC receives and reviews the documentation
file, your record should be certified as a National Record.

•

If a World Record is being claimed , your NAC should then

rules and documentation requirements.

forward a complete dossier to FAI in Paris requesting that

Obtain an FA! sporting license from your NAC if you do not

FAI approve the record as a World Record.

already hold a valid one.
•

Within 5 days of the flight, FAI must be officially notified that
the performance.

Review the FAI Sporting Code, General Section and relevant Specialised Section, to get an understanding of the

The fun part ... you make the flight!

the flight was successful and provided with basic details of

for the record you would like to set. Do not forget to inquire
about the record claims pending homologation .

You should get in touch with your Official Observer to

Your flight will have to be properly monitored and controlled.
Determine with your NAC who will serve as Official Observer(s) . lfthe flight is a 'speed over a recognised course'
record between 2 airports, each with a control tower, the

Useful Addresses
Your NAC: Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, PO Box 558,
Tumut 2720. Phone 069 472888.
FAl: 93 Boulevard du Montpamasse, 75006 - Paris, France. Tel:
+33 149543892, fax: +33 149543888.

* Forms are available/rom HGFA 0
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PTY LTD

14 Northern Avenue
Moorabbin Airpon. Mentone
VIctoria Australia 3194
Telephone: 03 5875975
Mobile: 018 336346
Fax : 03 5875976

New Products
With th~ Australian market in mind, Solar Wings aviation. in cOl1j ull ction
with Sky Cycles ?ty Ltd (Australia), have put together a weight shift aircraft
incorporating the toughness. reliability and value tor money required by the
Australian pilot.
The Trail Blazer trike (manulacturcd lo r Australia) incorporatcs the Q2 IS
metre wing with infl igbt trim 4565 mph (hands off) and straight & leve l of
over 80 mph. The tried and proven Q2 wing as used ion the Quantum and
Quasar lrik"" is hy rar the mosl su ilahl ~ wing avai lahl~ ror th~ flIllgh
conditions trikes need to endure in Australia.
Th~ Tmu Blazer trik~ bas~ is modified Quantum d""ign incorpumt ing I~ss
fibreglass, larger windscreen, tOllgh t)TeS, modified easy rig system and nllich
more .

Standard trike femur",. include:
~

Powerfu l rear brakes (both wheels), an absolute must.

~

Castoring steering in baU bearings. (A must for easy ground handling
and steady landings.)
No rear wires, great for rOllgh fields or long grass.

~
~
~
~

~

Large wheels with light nose wheel static pressure (good soft ground and
beach use etc.)
1 wheel susl'ensioll (rully I'rogressiv~) for the hest ride ove r n"'gh
terrain without compromise to stability.
Easy starting from inside the cockpit.
Endur~nc~

of o'~r 6 hours with"ul refueUing (real em"

cOllnlry

potential).
Together this trike/wing combination offers the toughest high performance
trike yet available. The ergonomics and engineering of the Trail Blazer leave
nUlhing 10 be d ~s in:d .
Your test flight is guaranteed to be a memorable one. Contact your nearest
Sky Cycl"" dislrihutllr rur rllrlher inrllrmaliun.

Priced from $19,995.00 plus freight
February 1995
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HGFA National Instructor
Conference '95

security
If your club or members would like to make
suggestions on any area of HGFA operations
but especially in the focus areas please contact
your local (or any) Board member or the HGFA
office. It would be preferable to make your
submissions in writing but by all means discuss
your ideas with a board member or employee
first. To ensure effective meetings, we must
circulate all agenda documents and discussion
papers at least two weeks prior to the meeting
so that Board members have an opportunity to
study and appraise your suggestions. Therefore
all papers should be submitted by the end of
February to March 7 atlatest.

use ~ven with gloves on.
When reviewed for US Hang Gliding
magazine the AVOCET was summed up as
being "an outstanding altimeter" . More information is available from UFM in Melbourne on
034322131 or other AVOCET dealers.

New Product

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , be displayed . These

SKYNAV AUSTRALIA is pleased to announce the release of the InNAVation.
As the name suggests, the InNAVation is
the latest in navigation equipment. Proudly designed and manufactured in Australia, the product is a work station designed specifically for
the sport and in particular for open and semiopen cockpit operations.
Product features a sturdy folder style platform with turntable and a series of semi-detachable chart pockets providing ample storage for
charts and other information, in an easy to
access, ready to use format. A must on those
extended cross country operations.
The turntable along with a unique velcro
fastening system and security cord combine to
offer the sport aviator unequalled versatility.
Charts can now be rotated, flipped and even
swapped in flight without fear of losing them
overboard. Each chart can also be raised to eye
level, enabling closer inspection of features
whilst enhancing safety by minimising time
spent with eyes in the cockpit.
High quality PVC chart pockets ensure
non-distortion offeatures whilst also providing
maximum protection against the elements.
Chart life is therefore extended and overall
operating costs reduced.
The InNAVation is designed to rest comfortably on the pilot's lap and as such is ideally
suited to trike operations. An adjustable leg
strap ensures your equipment stays with you
when the going gets rough.
Product comes fitted with an indelible pen
to enable recording of infonnation directly onto
chart pockets and other components. A metho
wipe, also supplied, enables erasing of unwanted information.
Product is manufactun:d to suit both left
and right handed pilots and also comes with
heavy duty waterproof carry bag for safe storage between missions.
The InNAVation is available from Skynav
Australia PO Box 274 Maitland NSW 2320 or
phone 015 782898. Dealer enquiries welcome.

UVEX

Edel News

To be held at the National Sport Aviation
Centre, Wangaratta Aerodrome, Wangaratta
Victoria.
Dates: 16 to 21 May 1995
All instructors are requested to attend. Senior Safety Officers are most welcome.
Further information will be forwarded direct to instructors by the HGFA Operations
Manager.

New Name For HGFA
Some suggestion have already reached the
national office and these include;
Australian SkysaiJing Association - (ASA)
Australian Association Of Sky sailors - (aas)
sky sailor Pilots Association Of Australia (SPAA)
Flexwing Airsports AustraliA - (FAA)*
(* FAA also stands for the Federal Aviation
Authority in the USA.)
We will need some definitive suggestions
for consideration by end March as voting will
be later in the year and preferred options along
with other constitutional amendments will need
to be circulated by about June.

Next HGFA Board Meeting
The next meeting of the HGFA Board will
be its annual planning meeting. This is to be
held at the Melbourne Airport Travelodge on
Thursday and Friday, March 23-24.
The primary purpose of this meeting is to
refme our plans and budget for the coming
Financial Year (95/96) as detailed in the HGFA
Development Plan and to develop strategies for
sport development in a number of areas ... the
focus at this meeting will be:
Club and Volunteer development;
Site acquisition/investment & long tenn site

Bogong Cup Results
Tomas Suchanek
Richard Walbec
Jean Marc Dumont
Stephen Gilmour
Eric Poulet
Steve Blenkinsop
Mark Gibson
8 Steve Moyes
9 Geoff Tulloch
10 Mark Newland
13 Dave Adams
19 Geoff Dossetor

2
3
4
5
6
7

F
F
Aus

F
Aus
USA
Aus
Aus
Aus
Aus
Aus

4737
4645
4571
4563
4427
4312
4275
4127
4112
3983
3859
3636

Press Release
New Aviator's Altimeter Watch
Ultralight Flying Machines of Melbourne
has introduced a new altimeter watch to its
range of sport aviation equipment.
The AVOCET is an American watch that
works as a real time altimeter, variometer and
temperature gauge with a range of memory
functions being included. It is so advanced the
manufacturers don't like it being called a
watch, rather it's promoted as a precision electronic wrist instrument.
The AVOCET altimeters offer a number of
advantages to the sport pilot. The altimeter
works in real time unlike other brands of altimeter watches. The altitude sample rate is once
every second moving to once every 5 seconds
in standby mode. The manufacturers state the
accuracy of the AVOCET is to within 10 feet.
The AVOCET incorporates 3 silicon chips to
enable it to process and display the required
information. For the pilot various functions can

The helmet comp pilots wear.
The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your comfort
and safety.
It's the best money can buy .
Available in XS/SIMILIXL/XXL.

Phone 075 463021
20

Czech

functions loosely translate to a weather function, an altitude
function, a time function, and a flight flown
function including the
number of thermals
flown, maximum vertical height gain, and
climb and descent rates.
The display is easy to
read and the control buttons are big and easy to

All new range for 1995! This year, Edel is
introducing a complete new range of wings,
from novice to competition pilot, including a
new tandem.
The Omni is the latest in school-novice
wings. The Quantum replaces the extremely
popular Space, and is aimed at the nOVice-intermediate pilot looking for the ultimate
safety/performance at tllis level. The Super
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Space II comes complete with ultimate
safety/performance at this level. The Super
Space II comes complete with DHV II and
ACPUL all "A" (in all sizes) and is aimed at the
ambitious intennediate pilot. The Energy is
Edel's latest advanced/competition glider. Designed to replace the very successful Rainbow,
its aerodynamic concept is however very different. Edel will also introduce a new tandem,
the Galaxy inspired from the Energy concept!
Our new Pro-tector harness has been a popular
choice in recent months. Check it out! For more
information on these new products contact Ede1
Australia on 03 8824130 or your nearest dealer.
Certification Update
We expect to have all these new models tested
by DHV and ACPUL by the end of January.
Winter weather is making things difficult, but
we are happy to announce that the Energy XL
passed the DHV test in class II-III, a great
result! We will keep you informed as new test
results are confumed.

Congratulations!
New Australian Paragliding Record!
Richard Walbec ofFrance, after launching from
Hay, broke our open distance record, flying
205 .7 kms ... twice! A few weeks earlier, he flew
his Rainbow to the same distance from
Mitchell in Queensland.
New World Record!
In late November, French pilot Antoine Aincourt flew a new official tandem world record
in Chile, South America using a Space 40.
Great results also from the Australian members
of the Ede1 team, with Ron McKenzie winning
the Corryong Cup and Cameron Young fmishing second in the Vic Open, both flying XL
Rainbows.

New Winch
Larry Haney, USA, calls his winch the Sail
Winch. It is made from the front end of a Honda
250-R 3 wheel ATV bought from a junkyard. It
can be mounted on almost anything with a
trailp" hitch, has instant pressure release and
weighs about 20-25 Ibs. So far he has only
towed paragliders but believes that with a larger
brake the Sail Winch should be fine for hang
gliders.
For further information , contact Sail
Wings, PO Box 5593, Little Rock, Arkansas,
72215 USA.
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European Tour
If you ever dreamed about flying Europe's
legendary sites, this is your chance! Charly
Fellay (originally from Verbier Switzerland)
will guide you through this experience, a combination of great flying, local culture and European summer atmosphere!
Projected dates are late July and early August, for a period of about 3 weeks. I will be
there for a longer period and you should feel
free to turn up early or hang around longer!
The tour format and costs have been specifically arranged to ensure that you will have
a greattime on any budget. Don'tmiss this great
opportunity, call me now for more details, 03
8824130 or 018103084.

New Products
A new trike has just become available in
Australia. It made its maiden flight at Evans
Head in January 1995. The trike, a95 .32 named
the Venturer, performed better than expected,
and all who flew it found ita mellow, well-mannered aircraft with good speed range. Here is
what it does!
Short takeoff. Wing is only 162 sq ft but
gets off very quickly and climbs nicely at 40
knots.
Solo hands off trim speed 42 knots. Solo
climb rate 900 fpm. Max speed solo 60 knots
and climbing.

D u a I
(M . A .D .W .)
hands off trim
speed 46 knots.
Climb rate 550
fpm. Max speed
65 knots.
These figures
may seem like
any other high
performance
trike, but the surprise is that it's
powered by a 447
Rotax with 6 Iph
fuel economy .
The trike itself is
quite basic with
lots 0 f chrome
moly and good
eng ineering.
Comfortable
seating with good
back support for
solo flying .
I have two
main criticisms.
One was no front
brake , easily
fixed but very inconvenient, while
two was no casto ring on the front

wheel.
At the price of $15,790 including ASI,
ALT, dual CRT, Tach, Hm and large range tank,
it is superb value. It is by far the cheapest legal
2 seat aircraft available in Australia today, but
flys as well or better than the others.
Contact the importer, Longjon Engineering
on 015303484 for a full information package

New FA! World Records
1.
Pilot: Pierre Bouilloux, COImtry: France,
Paraglider: UP Kendo C.
Pilot: Vincent Sprungli, Country: France,
Paraglider: UP Kendo
Category: General
Site: Chamonix
Type of Record: Distance over a triangular course
Performance: 153 .5 km
Date: 30.6.94
Previous World Record: 89 km, Chris Heinrich
17.5.93
2.
Pilot: Eric Oddy
Country: Canada
Paraglider: Apco Supra 25
Site : Mt Seven, Golden, BC
Type of Record: Speed around a triangular course
of25km
Category: General
Performance: 17.33 kmIhr
Date: 28.7.94
Previous World Record : NEW 0

--------------------~

Long sleeved
flying t-shirt

HANfi GLIDING

-"'Nn

• Fluro pink & navy print • Grey shirt
• 100% cotton • All Australian
Send c heq ue for $28 per shirt to Jorj Adamson ,
P.O . Box 140, Mulwala 2647. Phone 057.441 226
Please include the following details:
Name: ____________________
Address: _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Post code:
Phone : (

L___________________________________ ~
Si ze:

950 1000 1050 11 00
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Birchip
or

Bust

rove on tow, just before her dice with the dust devil

By James Freeman

"Flatter than the Flatlands"
went the ad. Come with us for
an all inclusive XC holiday food, accommodation, transport
and retrieves, theory, tow endorsements and all the tows you
can handle. Who could resist
such a sales pitch. Not us.
And so it was that a group of intrepid pilots
came to be staying at Mel's "If you've got the
balls, we've got the thennals" Birchip Hotel in
mid December.
Instructon
Rohan "Firecracker" Holtkamp - Dynamic
Flight
Tove "Dust Devil" Heaney - Silent Flight
Driven
Nigel "Go go go GO GO GO!" Gilligan
Tascha "Horny Toes" McLellan
Pilots
Brett "Gung Ho" Spencer
Paul "The Fence" Moran

-~i-~ -

KYWISE

POWERED HANG GLIDING
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won't cost you the earth!
We spend most of our time above it.

g'e S~I
For the lowest prices on
all your TRIKING needs
AIRBORNE & ROTAX SPARE PARfS, RADIOS , IVTERCOMS,
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS & MAINTENAf'-CE

CALL LUKE CARMODY

c.r.1.

02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS
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Matt "Anorexic" Shepley
John "Old, not Bold" Langmead
Michael "Yuppie" Soice
Mark "Whooooaaaa" Eaton
Steven "VIOL" Hunt
Bruce "Tailwind" Summerell
James "Knees" Freeman
Tow endorsement ring ins
Jason "Socks" Deckert
Peter "Skinny Dip" Hannah
Bill "Flare" Powell
Saturooy
Where' re the hills? The area around Birchip is
flat. I mean really flat. It's hard to believe just
how vastly, hugely, mindbogglingly flat it is.
The only tlungs in sight taller than 50' were the
dust devils. To a pilot raised on a staple diet of
bloody big hills to launch ofT, the idea of flying
anywhere around here seemed a little improbable.
The paddock became a colourful site as a
small squadron of XTs were assembled along
with the odd Xtralite, XS, GTR, Mission,
Blade, Sting, Combat and Desire. There was
even a Gyro. After much laying out of ropes the
first pilot towed up. After a run that would have
done Carl Lewis proud he was in the air and
going up like the space shuttle Challenger on a
good day. Hey this towing thing really works!
Those who already had their towing endorsements towed up and started to leave the paddock whilst the rest of us looked on enviously.
Toward the end of the day it was time for the
first timers to have their first tows as the air
glassed ofT.
The best flight of the day was made by the
elder statesman and resident legal guru Jolm
who flew 25 km to Culgoa. An experienced
general aviation pilot he landed after sufTering
his first ever attack of air sickness but still
doubled his personal best. On the way home
Tascha decided that hang gliding wasn 't dangerous enough for her and experimented with
a bit of bonnet surfing. After climbing out the
window. At 100 kmh. On gravel. She makes a
great figurehead for a ute.
The Quote of the day comes from Nigel's
T-shirt:
"My girlfriend says that if I go Hang Gliding

again this weekend she' ll leave me. Guess I'll
miss her."
SUI/day
Sunday was one of those days which
proved beyond doubt that Murphy was a
bleedin' optimist. Everytl1ing that could go
wrong went wrong. Not only that, the worst
possible things went wrong at the worst possible times. We should have stayed in bed.
First we arrived at the paddock to fmd a
light northerly blowing. Of course as soon as
all the gliders were set up and ropes laid out at
the southern end the wind switched to a westerly giving us a perfect 90 degree crosswind.
Not only that, Beavo and the Melbourne boys
had beaten us out to the paddock and monopolised the primo south east comer. Oh well we
would have done the same to them!
Reel the ropes in, break the gliders down
and it's ofT to the east-west paddock. Naturally
as soon as the gliders are set up again the wind
switched back to the north. Light and variable
- the tow pilot's nemesis.
Two ropes were set up. The experienced
tow pilots started to get up with the aid of Grant
Healy 'S trusty "Moyes/Airborne/Enterprise"
dolly. Unfortunately Bruce had a low tow and
ended up landing tailwind in the middle of the
paddock where he nosed in and broke his ann.
After some efficient first aid he was taken to the
air conditioned luxury of the hospital. On the
next tow the tow car slmt itself halfway down
the paddock with an electrical problem .
Meanwlule on the other rope a couple of
pilots discovered the significance of Skyting
criteria number 9 - ADEQUATE POWER. The
rented bongo van that was also used for pickups
proved to be having traction problems on the
dusty soil. Although it had worked well last
year the ground was so dry and fragile that
wheelspin proved to be a real problem, After a
couple of abortive takeofT attempts and then
Bruce's accident we cut our losses and headed
to the lake for a swim and a beer.
We visited Bruce at the hospital where his
main conunent was "I'm so p#* @ed om ". We
all wish hinl a speedy recovery and look forward to seeing him in the air soon. Just remember Bruce, when you' re landing tile pointy end
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' ... it would be much easier
to pick us up if (1) everyone
didn't just fly off in opposite
directions, and (2) if people
reported their positions
better... '

goes into the wind.
Monday
Monday dawned a new day. Pre-frontal.
Unstable. Excellent.
After some hurried repairs the ute was back
in action and we were out at the paddock by
midday. A few super bags full of dirt put a
couple of hundred kilos over the back axle and
solved the van's traction problems. The towing
went smoothly with just about everyone getting
out of the paddock except me and Mark who
had to complete our towing endorsements.
I managed to distinguish myself on one of
my endorsement tows. Thinking that this towing game is pretty easy I used the hill launch
technique of a good strong accelerating run.
Wrong. Failing to let the rope tow me into the
air resulted in over-running the rope, losing
tension and then skimming the ground with the
base tube about 2 inches above the ground. My
knees however were digging neat little furrows
up the strip. This resulted in the loss of (1) some
pride and (2) a couple of square inches of skin.
Another lesson learnt the hard way.
At the end of the day Mark and I had our
endorsements. This was some small consolation as it proved to be a huge day. The radio was
filled with chatter such as "I'm flying off the
edge of the map. What do I do now?". Gung Ho
left the paddock at 1200' then flew 105 km
while many of the other pilots got 60-70 km.
The quote of the day comes from the pilot
who reckoned the day's flying was "better than
my first r**t - and it lasted over 3 hours" His
name has been withheld in case his girlfriend
reads this.
Tuesday
Post frontal and windy. Very windy.
The day started with a stern talk from our
leader Rohan on how it would be much easier
to pick us up if(l) everyone didn't just fly off
in opposite directions, and (2) if people reported their positions better than the anonymous pilot yesterday who reported his position
in the air as "just past that town heading for the
other one" and then prior to landing as "just
down the dirt road that comes off the bitumen
road"!!!!
Some pilots took offwhile others elected to
stay on the ground. John won his nickname with
his quote "I'm an old pilot, not a bold pilot" .
That sounded pretty sensible to me. Of course
Gung Ho had a reputation to live up to and flew
30 km in no time flat with the assistance of a
howling tailwind.
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Tove Heany had a wild day when she flew
through a dust devil, was turned 180 degrees,
flew back through the same devil, pitched over
the falls at 50 feet recovered and then landed.
As we helped her back she went "I'm not vlying
in zis" but softened when Rohan came back
with the rope and hooked back on. At about
100' she hit a boomer and the weak link gave
in. "Zis is vorse zan the Owens Valley", she
said. Our expatriate Kiwi Tascha had the Desire
to get high. Thanks for the demonstration of the
low level lockout and recovery Tasch.
After that we canned the day. I was pretty
happy to have left the glider in its bag even if I
was itching to try out my new found towing
skills (the knees were beginning to heal up
nicely).
Wedllesday
Light wsw. Stable and inverted.
Today 's the day, I thought. Time to leave
the comforting confmes of the paddock. We
started early at around 11 am. After 3 quick
tows I was away working a ragged bubble at
about 2000 ' as I drifted steadily downwind.
Decision time. Stay or go. Go or stay. That's the
question. Overcome by those ads for running
shoes I decided to "Just do it". "Life is short play hard" , I thought. Past the point of no return
my ragged bubble became more and more elusive, eventually completely disappearing. Oh
oh. So there I was at 2000' with nothing to
"Pump it Up" . Stooging round a downwind
treeline proved fruitIess and I bombed out only
6 km from tIle paddock.
I was not alone however. It seemed we had
all left the paddock a little too early, wlule there
was obviously still too much ground suck left
in tIle air from tIle previous night. Tove came to
the rescue and we were all back in the paddock
and set up again by 3.00 pm.
OK I tIlOught tIus time I ' m going to get high
and stay high. Tow up to 1500'. Themlal. Tum,
tum, tum. Bleep, bleep, bleep. 2000', 3000 ',
4000 ' . I'm away at last. Life is great. Oh oh
getting low. Bleep, bleep, bleep. Yes, God really loves me. Three hours later it's getting late
and the thennals are starting to die off. Flying
over to a header working the drought ravaged
fields below I'm rewarded with 50 up wluch
lets me drift over to a bitumen road for pickUp.
Down below I spot a large building surrounded
by neatly parked cars. Must be a pub I think.
Looking down at the road below it looks just
like a flmway. No powerlines on eitIler side. No
cars. I toy with tIle idea of landing straight up
it, next to tIle pub, like a real aeroplane. Don't
be a fool , land in the paddock said the little
voice in my head. Aw OK. My pub turns out to
be a wrecker 's yard and I sit down to wait for
pick up with a throat drier than a ponullie 's
towel.
Once again a good day 's XC flying was had
by most of the guys. I managed the best flight
of the day witIl 53 km to Tyrell Downs in tIle
trusty XT with Rohan (who left a couple of
hours later!) about 5 km behind. Micheal,
Mark, Paul, Brett, Jolm, and Steve all left the
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ICOM!
The ICOM "GX" ...

Brilliant!
Light-years ahead of all
other UHF radios the
new ICOM GX is a remarkable little radio.
Smaller, lighter & more
features than any other
UHF radio. Why not discover the innovative features for yourself I

'" FREE Selcall
installed.
,.. New ergonomic

t:lliI~~~.

design. size.
,.. Smaller
,.. 25% lighter
than the 4OG.
,.. Programmable
one touch scan.
.. ICOM 12 month
guarantee.

I

ICOM GX ONL Y ...... $ 565
Protective soft cover case $26
ICOM ulltralite headset $99
ICOM 40G ONL Y .... $ 565
Frequency contrrl on the top.
Includes FREE 'desktop chareer
worth $189. Limited offer.
ICOM IC40 ONLY.. $399.00
The original ICOM UHF. 45% off
list price !! Very limited stock.

UFM UPDATED CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - ASK FOR YOUR
FREE COpy!!
Order by phonelfax or mail with your
credit ca rd. Cheque or COD al so OK.
ANSETT NEXT DAY' DELIVERY $16
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182
NORTH BALWYN. 3104

(03) 431 - 2131
(03) 744 - 1305

•

I

I
I
I
I

----- ----_ ..
24 HR FAX (03) 431-1869

•

I
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paddock well behind.

Thursday
Light S. Today belonged to our resident
anorexic Matt "Are you going to eat that? No?
OK ifl do then?" Shepley who flew 75 km with
Tove to Chinkapook in a 4 hour flight which
virtually doubled his total airtime! Just the tow
before this flight, after failing to stay up in a
bubble, he was heard to say "I can't thennal for
nuts". Fastlearner I suppose.
Gung Ho had one of those days. I nose in.
I low level lockout. I tailwind landing. I bent
leading edge. I bent down tube. I rope break:.
I weak-link failure. I bridle in the face complete with blood and cuts. After what can only
be described as an eventful series of tows he
was heard to say "IfI survive today I'm really
going to learn something!" . 8 tows without
managing to getaway - defmitely one of those
days eh Brett. That night I offered him a new
(zero stretch) bridle. He said no. Bad call.
Friday
Moderate W. Yet another blue day but this
one looked like being good for some serious
distance. Strong cycles and big dust devils coming through the paddock.
Brett's super stretchy elastomeric recoil
plus bungy bridle whacks him in the face again,
this time in the chin. More blood. Oh well what
can I say. Told ya so. That night we tested his
bridle for stretch and discovered this so called
pre-stretch rope was more elastic than a piece
ofbungy cord. In a highly sophisticated test we
tied one end to a door knob, stretched the release end as hard as we could and then let fly.
The release took a large piece out of the wall as
it slammed into it. Sorry Mel. Defmitely time
for a new bridle.
I won't bore you with all the details of the
day's flying on the grounds that I might incriminate myself but suffice it to say that we all got
high and flew far. Rohan and I flew 85 km out

DC TOW LOAD
TOW METERS
Series #4 5225
UPGRADE from
SeriaN3 $75

6cI

"01' Eacle Eyes"
Flight

Glasses

Plain $125
S/V $165 Blf$185

SKYBOX VARIOS

8

e E9

birdie - $4SO
Wrdie plus - 5550
man - with inbuDt
variometer - $950

Denis CummJnp
P.o. Box 741
BYRON BAY 2481 AUSTRALIA
Phi manual FAX 066 856287
lain Cuauninp Ph 075 326937
Mobile 018765491
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Hosing out the van!
to Kerrang then with plenty of altitude still in
hand had to decide whether to go on over the
border or land at the pub. The pub won out after
I tried to fmd the thermal Rohan was in and only
managed to fmd 600' down. With military precision our pickup arrived simultaneously. A
few stubbies and a trip across the road to the
local pool provided a refreshing end to a memorable days flying.
That night when the Melbourne boys
started to arrive we felt able to join in the
conversations with these seasoned XC veterans.
Saturday

Blue day again. I haven't seen a cloud since
I left home.
Saturday was a challenging day with small
bubbles and a low inversion. Pilots were leaving the paddock low and having to work hard
to stay up. Many didn't manage to stay up for
long eh Beavo? Brett and I coaxed our XTs and
Nigel his Blade out to the border enjoying the
view of Xtralites, XSs, Blades and Desires
parked randomly in the paddocks far below.
Actually the paddocks weren't nearly far
enough below most of the time. We flew the
first 30 km or so between 300' and 2000' . Plus
we never got higher than 5000'. Really. Truly.
Cross my heart and hope to die. That's the
God's honest truth officer.
Well Saturday night this week was certainly
different from last week. Everyone on the tour
now had their own personal story of pegged out
varios, going over the falls, massive height
gains, low saves, etc, etc. A few ales and a good
feed even helped mend some slightly bruised
high perfonnance egos.
Later that evening a few of the boys had a
bit of a run in with some of the locals outside
the pub. The cavalry, in the form ofBeavo, Ray,
Adam and others, arrived just in tlle nick of
time. Thanks guys.
SUI/day

After losing a few pilots who had to return

to wives/girlfriends/jobs the remaining diehards set out for one last day in the paddock. It
proved to be quite stable and hard to get away.
The winds were light and the take off runs were
long. Nigel "Go go" Gilligan established something of a record during one take off with
"Go-Go-Go go go Go Go GO GO GOOO! .....
Airborne." Naturally soon after I'd stirred him
up about it I did exactly the same thing during
a take off run which seemed to go for ever.
Defmitely dolly time. Mark Eaton invented an
interesting new take off call on his fIrst go of
the dolly "Go now-Go now-Go now.
Whoooooooooooaaaaaaaaaa ...... Airborne" .
"That was wicked" he said on landing.
Once again Brett "Gung Ho" Spencer
showed us how it's done with a flightto Lalbert.
Perhaps it was Saturday night or perhaps it was
the height but he seemed to be getting a little
stupid over the radio:
"Where are you Brett?"
"I'm really high Tove."
"Yes Brett, but where are you?"
"I'm under a cloud." (Looking around there's
nothing but high cirrus to be seen)
"Where is the cloud Brett?"
"It's really cold up here, what's it like down
there?"
Anyway he landed safely in a paddock
where tlle pickup crew had not only put a
streamer out but also brought some cold beer.
How's that for first class service. "Dlat flight
gave him the best cumulative distance for the
tour of something over 300 km.
By the end of the tour there had been about
300 tows, well over 100 hours of flying &
-1500 km of XC. Many of the pilots had low
hours ·and little to no XC experience at the
beguming oftlle tour. MallY of these same pilots
can now boast impressive personal bests. Not
only that we all improved our skills in varying
ways. Even Gung Ho mellowed out a bit as the
tour went on. So all in all how good was it.
You'll just have to go and see for yourself. 0
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Pegasus is no fly by night company. Pegasus have been making trikes since

PROPWASH...
Have you been to a Pantomime?
Even if you haven't, you probably know the stories on which they are based. We call them Fairy
Tales, but really they were the stories grown-ups
used to tell one another during the dark evenings
ofwinter. Some of them are based on things that
really did happen .
One of the themes in folk tales, that
turns up again and again, is that of men and
beasts that can fly. Men have dreamed about
flight and have told stories about flight from the
dawn oftime . Ancient gods wore often shown as
winged beings, and even today people think of
angels as having wings. Because man thought
that the Gods could fly, he thought that flying was
either magical or something that only gods could
do . In either case , attempts to fly would be sure
to bring down the wrath of the Gods and the
luckless inventor would come to a sticky end .
Daedalus and his son Icarus, escaping from Crete, made wings of feathers and
fastened them to their shoulders with wax. Icarus
daringly flew too near the Sun God. The wax
melted and he fell to his death in the sea .

Bellerophon, on the winged horse Pegasus,
tried to fly to the home of the Greek Gods,
MOilllt Olympus, but Zeus struck him down.
Well, this story is no tale. It is about an
English weightshift aircraft manufacturer, known
to the world as Solar VIIIngs Aviation. The company has recently been renamed Pegasus Aviation. This enterprise is located at Marlborough,
\/\/Iitshire - England .

1984 and in that time have manufactured over
1,000 aircraft. Along the way, Pegasus have
picked up a fistful of major international awards
for their products. Their philosophy is simple - to
make the best, most enjoyable micro lights in the
air. The company is CAA A1 approved and are
the UK's number one manufacturer.
The range of aircraft available from
Pegasus Aviation include ; the Pegasus XL,
Pegasus Q, Pegasus Quantum and the Pegasus
Quasar.
The Quantum is the latest release
from the company, and has some innovative
engineered features. This new approach to trike
design offers the pilot a functional , durable and
reliable aircraft.
The Quantum is an optional aircraft.
You can choose the basic Clubman , the mid
range Sport, and the top level Super Sport. You
can fly these three as they are or use them as
simplified entry points to add on to and create
your own personalised machine .
All three formats come with Pegasus
tried and tested two seat flexwings: the 17 wing
for the Clubman, and the 15 (with in-Hight trim
system) forthe Sport and Super Sport. Both offer
vice-free handling, effortless rigging and excellent durability.
Safety is paramount throughout the
Quantum design , with all the relevant options
100% homogeneous, compatible and BCAR
Section 5 approved ; the most rigorous certification standard anywhere. Noise - or lack of it - is
also high on the Pegasus priority list. The Quantum 582 is one of the quietest aircraft in the
world.

Some features include ; rugged long
travel suspension front and rear - for those less
than perfect landings! Unique Power Rig and
Quick Seat system for effortless single handed
rigging . Non-pivoting engine mounting for optional structural integrity and suspension geometry.
Adjustable front pedals/control position to suit every length leg . Finned rear wheel
spats for on rails directional stability at any
speed. Twin rear brakes with integral parking
brake , for safe, certain stopping and starting.
A significant advantage is the low depreciation with excellent resale value should you
wish to upgrade in the future .
The Pegasus Quantum is the UK's
first modular microlight. It starts life as a basic
trike, but because you can upgrade it as and
when your skills and pocket allow, you can build
it right up to a top of the range model with
championship capabilities. It is a brilliant aircraft!!
Take a test fly with your Pegasus Distributor - today. Flying never felt so good.
Next month we will take a peek at
another certified two seater, so stay tuned. and
"CLEAR PROP" for now.
If you would like a particular topic or
question answered, then please address your
letters to the editor. Propwash will do the rest!
The Propwash ... Pun for the month
is:

"An EXCEPTIONAL pilot .. is a pilot who uses his/her exceptional
JUDGEMENT, never needing
his/her exceptional SKILLS 1/"

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance forthe ambitious pilot - low mnimum sink rate, high trim speed,
large speed range with flat polar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competition flying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging cross country flights and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intermediate class with elegant look. Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics beskJes unaitical flight behalAours typical PRO DESIGN feattres. 'Higl performance is no more a privilege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the syrroiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious reaeational pilot.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC

A firmly {XDofed conception of Intermediate Class Glider fills with enthusiasm! Well
balanced and simple characteristics with attractive performance. A special and easy to
handle speed system extends the speed range efflciently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for newcomers as well as reaeational pilots v.ho search for
stressless pleasure in flight.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018351389 BH, AHIFax 052616555
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
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By Herbert Prohl
Flying in the South of the French Alps is something very special.
Altitude + sun = a delight for all pilots; paragliding and hang gliding (or
even sailplane).
There are many places to remember if you go there: St Andre,
Dormillouse, Laragne, Aspres sur Buech and even more. A book was
published a few months ago about the sites in France and all pilots know
about it; just ask some French pilots!
You will fmd also free information in English about the sites almost
everywhere where it's flyable. If you can't get it from the Information
Centre, just try to fmd the school of the area. They have the leaflets! This
tells you what to watch, what you can and can't do for a safe flight! Where
to get the minibus to get on top of the mountain (called the Navette).
A very special place to stay, especially when you just arrive would
be Aspres sur Buech, where you'll fmd a flying centre on the Aerodrome
du Chevalet. Hang glider and paraglider pilots can land next to their tent
or bungalow... nothing to carry!
You will fmd on the Aerodrome a nice restaurant which serves at a
good price, breakfast, lunch or dinner. It's also great for families, as you
can fmd a swimming pool, children's playground, climbing wall, horses
and ponies, mountain bikes to hire, etc ... and a superb ski resort only 45
minutes away from Christmas till March.
A minibus, la navette, can take you to the landing place as soon as a
minimum of4 persons want it. Non-flying people can also try a dual flight
on a hang glider, paraglider, rnicrolight or sailplane. It could be very
interesting for any school wishing to teach in the south of France as there
is a briefmg room with whiteboard, TV, video recorder etc.
For more information contact: Claude Waltzer, Aerodrome du
Chevalet, Village de L' Air, 05140 Aspres sur Buech, or contact Airsports
in WA on 09 3816053 and ask for Herbert. 0

The closest Hang Gliding School to the
Victorian metropolitan areas.

~

~

We offer a full range of services including;

~
~

Novice Certificate Courses
Introductory Courses
Tandem Instructional Flights
Towing Endorsements

~

~~

..........

Introduction to XC Flying & Tours
Equipment Hire
We sell new and used gliders, spare parts and

- ............. accessories for;

Airborne

,.\

~
~
~
~

Enterprise Wings
Moyes
Air Support
Aussie Born

~

Icom
.:.

Flytec

We accept Novice and Intennediate gliders as

de·'ns

~
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Competition

DnJ some time before

by Jorg Fedler
Preface
Compared to the huge package of available facts about theory,
material, flying skills and other pilots I would carefully place myself into
the scale 4 out of 10. It was quite easy to come to this conclusion. All I
had to do was, write down my mistakes into my log hook after I landed.
We often do think that our flying skills and our knowledge are in unity
when we fly. This can be a dangerous assumption. There will always be
a psychological barrier and anxiety or inexperience before and after each
launch; and while we are up in the air, we have to deal with situations we
did not encounter before.
Each f1ight we enjoy will uncover our personal gaps between theory
and practice. The overall importance is, that we are aware of it.
Even a Queens Counsel has to consult the books and practise his
appearance in court, mentally and practically, before he tries to convince
the jury. A university graduate may have the potential to become a
professor or a candidate for the Nobel Prize. Flying, windsurfmg, motor
racing, being a good spouse and father or a beach bum, it surely comes
with practice, accumulated knowledge, basic personal potential, understanding and passion. Knowing this will lead us, to judge and do everything very carefully, before and after each launch.

The Seducing Environment
After I became an intermediate, I thought that I was a good pilot. The
feeling was great and I thought "you've made it". Now it is time to fly
"intermediate". Let the passion flow. You are allowed now to fly on your
own. Prove to yourself that you can do it. What did it matter if the wind
was a bit too strong to launch or you misjudged possible sink areas and
had to land in an area surrounded by "toasters". The overall importance
is, that you mastered it in the end. What did it matter if the conditions
were not safe at takeoff and you could not get in front of that hill because
you did not apply all your knowledge and skills and ended up going
backward towards another set of powerlines, managing to drift towards
a merciful tree and stopped your butterfly flight right in the branches ..
You untangled the lines of your glider happily and felt like a "master '
who could resolve tricky situations."
Many pilots can launch in strong conditions but only a few can deal
with them once in the air. It's like having had a party. You got drunk and
the next morning someone told you how badly you behaved.
Wake up you intermediate pilot; your life is on the line!
Well, I did. I was lucky that I did not have to give up flying. Now I
know, that I am a pilot with a reasonable good potential for flying but my
knowledge about paragliding exceeds that of my flying skills. All I have
to do now is, level it out; unite knowledge and skills to one powerful tool
that I can apply in all flying situations. After I came to realise that, I
believe, that I am a pilot who will have the honest chance to be around
for a long time to come.

Brauniger

f, .
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My First Paragliding

Contact - Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School, RMB 236B , Trawalla 3373
Phone . (053) 49 2845

The Competition (Vu:torian Open, Bright)
Why did I choose to compete in a real competition where I had to
fight against the "guns" of Australia?
Well, I thought about it very carefully before I entered. I knew that I
would only fly the tasks if the conditions were in line with my skills. I
had covered the safety side all right. I did not enter because of overconfidence. This word has melted away, burned to death, exploded into
thousand pieces, simply vanished only to be retrieved and puzzled
together when it comes to jUdging the conditions (one day it may be my
lifesaver).

SKYSAILOR

'Flying is a challenge. By taking
this challenge within your own
boundaries you will improve your
flying skills and advance, regardless of which level you are.
J

I entered to learn and I did!

The Organisation
Let me say that right now: It was a well-organised competition. Since
I organised competitions in a different field, in military riding, I had the
impression that everything was under control. The principles in every
competition are the same. Ken Mitchelhill and his crew did a good job.

New Territory
When Ken did the briefmg on the first competition day, tenns like
tumpoints, sector photographs, air start, open window, restart procedures,
landing witnesses, race to goal, elapsed time to goal, landing fonn, waver
of liability agreement and god knows how many more crune up. To make
it clear: The briefmg gives you the fonnalities embedded in a competition
only. It wont tell you how to fly. That is up to you. You are on your own.
There is no instructor who can give you assistance. It's like being in a
strange city and you are not a hundred per cent sure in which direction
to go.
Well, I thought That's nice. How am I going to get through this
competition without looking like a fool?

cloud: "You may even place yourself in the upper third of the competition
field today." The window opened at 12 o'clock. Sticking to my plan, I
was in the air at 12.15 and went up to 600 meters above launch. Climb
rate 3.6 m per second. "You've made it", and the feeling was great. (If.
you ever won in tile lottery, you know how I felt.) Now I was cruising
and searching for more thennals, fmding them, using them with mediocre
skills (the albatross family would have been proud of me ) and I was happy
that I applied fue right tactics. 60 minutes later I wondered why the sky
wasn't full of those colourful canopies? Here is the answer: in the
meantime the cirrus clouds covered the sky and the side did not "work"
any more. Well, it did, but not enough. One and 112 hours later I "bombed
out" because the lift was gradually deteriorating. 15 minutes later the
cirrus had disappeared and the "guns" crowded the sky.
Lesson No.2: Even if you make the right decision it can be wrong.

Total
There were a few tree lruldings and one looked a bit ugly but nobody
got hurt, and several very professional top landings. Never had I fue
impression that tile spirit of the competitors went under a certain level.
There was only one thing I would like to mention, one competitor claimed
this event was not a real competition. Next time Cameron, before you
make a remark like this, please be sure you have lots of people on your
side.
Ken did the presentation at the Alpine-Hotel in Bright very well. This
competition was easy going without lacking professionalism.
There were many things I learnt. One thing I brought home and it
will stick in my mind as long as I fly:
Flying is a challenge. By taking this challenge within your own
boundaries you will improve your flying skills and advance, regardless
at which level you are. You will feel better with each flight you try to
enjoy. 0

The Competitors
There could only be one solution I had to pick the "brains".
- Einstein (this name always looks good) once answered the question,
why he knows so many things by saying: "I asked "So I did ask (that does not make me an Einstein). I spoke to many
"gurus" and my conversations were prosperous. I never had the impression that anyone "looked down" onto the newcomer. Sometimes the
instructor surfaced but I think that goes with the job. I asked questions
about how to core efficiently or in which conditions it would be safe for
me to launch. At which height could I leave for the first turnpoint. Where
there are possible lift areas or dangerous obstacles along the flying route.
Many thanks to Brian Webb who runs the Bright area, Gary Stevenson, a veteran in paragliding, Hrunish Barker (specialist in climbing trees
to help strayed pilots), Gerry Gerus (successful converted hang glider
pilot) and many more.

Tactics
At the first competition day I smartly thought, if I would launch as
one of the last competitors I could just follow the "seagulls". How wrong
I was. It was late afternoon and the lift was already disintegrating. My
climb was modest and I saw them flying happily away in the far distance.
I could not follow as I had not enough height for a safe getaway.
Lesson No.1: Do not necessarily rely on others. Be prepared to
make your own decisions by being prepared.
There is .always a good part to it. At least I improved my themlalling
skills in scratchy conditions.

PARAGLIDING
TOUR DE FRANCE '95
Flying world famous French sites Chamonix/Mont Blanc, Mieussy,
st Hilaire d~ Touvet, Annecy.
St Andre les Alpes , Digne .. ..
From Mid-July '95 for 3 weeks, with French/Australian qualified
instructor Pascal Ferret, who has the experience, local site
knowledge (and language), to have you flying up there with the
best.

• Pilots intennediate level and up
• Group number limited to 5-6
Includes: Return airfares (open)
Van hire & petrol
French licence
Local guide/interpreter/driver
Price $3800

Experience
Everybody tells you: "Do not make the same mistake twice!" Well ,
I did not and I did:
There was this lovely blue sky and friendly white cum's in it. I had
to reach them fast . What I did overlook was this crowding of cirrus clouds
high up, drifting slowly towards the launch site. My tactic was, to start
as early as possible, go high up, cruise around and wait for tile "experts"
to lead the way. I could just follow them, no doubt, because my height
would be sufficient. Deep wifuin me a tllOught fonned like a tllennal
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DEADLINE : 31 March '95 II So Hurry!!

Contact: Pascal Ferret (042) 943 533 (AH)

Where Will You Be Flying This Winter?
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Canungra Hang Gliding Club
Cross Country Cup
Trevor Purcel

Sponsored by Drew's Swimming Pool Care & Moyes
Gliders SE Qld
Pilot
Gordon Bieske
Glen Mcleod
Oave Staver
Jon Durand
Oave Redman
Oarryl Franklin
Geoff Tulloch
Justin Beplate
Bernie Gonsalves
MikeZupanc
Helen Ross
Tony Knight
Ken Hill

185.00
185.0
198.00
198.0
148.1 0
148.1
121.00
121.0
81.1 Rc
134.9
191.00
191.0
125.9 Gc
163.6
122.00
122.0
121.00
133.1
70.1 Gc
91.1
50.3 Gc
65.4
75. 1 Gc
97.6
50.3 Gc
65.4

Flights
148.10
148.1
121.00
121.0
121.00
121.0
122.00
122.0
75.1 Gc
97.6
84.00
84.0
70.1 Gc
91.1
70.1 Gc
91.1
75.1 Gc
97.6
75.1 Gc
97.6
96.8 Gu
120.2
51.6 Gc
67.1
75.1 Gc
97.6

125.9 Gc
163.6
79.6 Gu
101.2
109.2 Gu
133.8
98.7 Gu
122.1
99.5 Gu
123.1
60.3 Gc
78.4
75. 1 Gc
97.63
98.2 Gu
121.7
51.6 Gc
67. 1
51.6 Gc
78.4
60.3 Gc
78.4
68.6 Gu
89.2
60.3 Gc
78.4

Scott Jones
Total

Tony Giammichele

497.7

Oave Saknewski

420.2

lain Cummings

402.9

NickOillane

365.1

Richard Nevins

355.6

Paul Mclees

353.4

Allan Lear

352.3

Graham Kohr

334.8

Jo McNamara

297.8

Oave Stevens

267.1

Jeremy Richards

264.0

Mike Jackson

253.9

Birgit Svens

241.4

Murray Williamson
Glen Kraemer

81111gcllo CholetvlluuHtnilf /(csort
THE BIG EVENTS IN 1995
June LDng Weekend - 24-26 June Social
Flying comp {Budget meals & Happy
Hours 01/ weekend
23 September to .., October (School holidays)
North Queensland Hang Gliding
Championships
Improved sponsorship and top Prize Money
Run under HGFA guidelines. Will carry
National Ladder points

.:.

.:.

.:.
.:.

65.6 Gu
79.1
52.8 Gu
64.3
51.6 Gc
64.3
64.00
64.0
63.00
63.0
51.6 Gc
67.1
34.6 Gu
45.0
60.4 Gu
66.4
34.6 Gu
45.0
30.9 Gu
34.0
27.4 Gu
30.1
30.9 Gu
34.0
16.9Gu
18.6
15.8Gu
17.4
15.6 Gu
17.2
5.7Gu
6.3

40.5 Gu
51.1
50.3 Gc
65.4
55.5 Gu
65.4
53.00
53.0
75.10
75. 1
50.3 Gc
65.4
50.3 Gc
65.4
25.2 Gu
27.7
30.9 Gu
34.0
32.6 Gu
35.9
36.9 Gu
47. 1
25.7 Gu
28.3
28.5 Gu
31.3
15. 1 Gu
16.6
19.6Gu
21.6
9.6Gu
10.6
18.9 Gu
20.8

60.3 Gc
78.4
60.3 Gc
78.4
60.3 Gc
78.4
75.10
75.1
52.00
52.0
34.8 Gu
44.5
15.0 Gu
16.5
28.9 Gu
31.8
35.5 Gu
39.0
30.4Gu
33.4
22.4Gu
24.6
21.8 Gu
24.0
30.6 Gu
33.7
27.3 Gu
30.0
17.8 Gu
19.6
24.6 Gu
24.5

208.6
208.1
206.5
192.1
190.1
177.0
126.9
125.9
118.0
103.3
101.8
86.3
83.6
64.0
58.4
41.4
20.8

The competition is scored on the best three flights made by a pilot in
a year, lalUlching from either Tamborine or Beechmont.
Flight Categories are:
D Open Distance - 1.0 points per kIll
( 10% bonus for photo of flight declaration)
G Nominated Goal- 1.3 points per km
ROut & Return - 1.7 points per km
T Triangle - 2.0 points per km
c Completed TaskR
u Uncompleted Task 0

Jules' opinion a/the Canungra Classic thermals

THE CHALET FACiliTIES INCLUDE:

*
*
*

*
*

*

Budget accommodation
Self-contained cabins
licenced restaurant & bar facilities
Pool & games room
Horse riding, mountain bikes & walks on
rainforest trails
Platypus viewing

lor cnqlliries, pfmse p/tolfe
New OWller/Alullu/as
~ !lnlf SuliM
PHONE 079 584509
fAX 079 584503
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By Jack Chlff

In the last article I described the
hang gliding digest available via
e-mail from a computer in Utah,
U.S.A. The digest is a list of articles submitted by people from all
over the world who are interested
in hang gliding. For anyone who
missed the first part here is a sample:
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 199413:02:08 +OlGa

From: lBenfield@nhm.ac.uk
Subject: STOP PRESS - Balloon Drop Record

At 11 am GMT this morning ruDY
LEDEN attempted to break: the altitude record
for a hang glider release from·a balloolL Taking
off from Wadi RillIl, Jordan, Judy was flown to
an altitude of 41 ,300 feet (12,390 m) by world
class balloonist Per Lindstrand. The ascent took
1 hour to complete and the descent 1.5 hours,
with both the glider and the balloon landing at
the same time at Wadi RillIl.
Judy is very well despite experiencing a
temperature of -62 degrees C at 41 ,000 feet,
which caused slight frost bite to her face. For
the flight Judy was sponsored by Royal Jordanian Airlines. It is hoped that the record attempt
will be featured on ITV tonight (UK) and
maybe in the US on CNN.
When more information becomes available
I shall post it later.
John Benfield

To access the digest you need to be able to
receive electronic mail. If you already work
with a host computer that has a connection to
the Internet all you need to do is subscribe to
the hang gliding mailing list and I'll cover how
you do that in a moment. If you are not so
(un)lucky the fIrst thing you need is a PC (I'm
including all IBM compatibles, Mac into shes
and any other desktop machines), a modem and
communications software. A modem lets you
use your telephone line to connect your computer to another computer. Communications
software makes it easy for you to use the modem to get stuff into and out of your computer.
Basic software such as Kermit can be obtained
free of charge from anyone who already has a
copy. Other software is available on a shareware basis. You get it for free but if you decide
to keep using it you are morally obliged to send
a modest fee to the authors. Fancy software
must be purchased at the market rate. At the
time of writing you can get a good modem for
less than $350 complete with a 3 year warranty
and software and it' ll even let you send and
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receive faxes.
Having established yourself with a desktop
computer, a modem and software, the next
problem is to fmd an Internet Service Provider.
Since Internet access to the public is new in
Australia there is not the diversity of service
providers that you get in the United States. One
way is to enrol in a course at a University and
you automatically get a computer account that
you can access by modem. (""" Warning Advertisement Ahead""") You could consider
enrolling in an :MBA from Southern Cross
University (""" End Advertisement """) You
can also check your nearest academic institution to see if they will provide you with an
account for a suitable fee . CompuServ (pacific)
can provide unlimited e-mail and Usenetaccess
for a monthly charge and a connect time charge.
This is $14/month and between l5c/min and
49c/min at the time of writing. They say they
are in the process of upgrading to full Internet
access for Telnet and FTP which will let you
search around the net and get fIles from anywhere in the world.
Recently AUSNet Services arulOunced itself as Australia ' s first IntemetService
Provider. They are selling Chameleon Internet
sampler packs tllfough newsagents for $9.95.

Subscribing to the Hang Gliding List
Server

(N)etiquette
There is an etiquette (called a netiquette)
governing how you write your articles. For
example it is easy to send huge ftles to the digest
and anyone not receiving their mail for free is
unimpressed if they have paid good money for
what, to them, is absolute garbage. Rule number 1: Keep your posts short. Rule nillIlber 2:
Avoid sarcasm because people from other cultures are reading your post and some of them
won't realise you are trying to be furmy. For this
reason symbols are used to indicate the dramatic impact of what you are saying. Turn your
head sideways and observe the following symbols:
:-) (Amused)
:-( (Unimpressed)
;-) (quizzical)
Rule 3: There is no rule 3 :-)
Rule 4: Think before you send. You can
come across as an absolute turkey if you jump
to a conclusion, abuse someone and then discover you were wrong. Don't slander anyone.
Rule 5: identify yourself and give your
e-mail address so people can write to you if they
wish to follow up what you have said.
I began the frrst article by quoting Martin
Yeomans in the 1985 issue of Skysailor so it
seems only appropriate to finish with another
reference to that issue. In 1985 John Pendry
won the Mt. Buffalo Classic in an AiIwave
Magic, Moyes were telling the world how many
1984 competitions had been won by the GTR
162 VG, a writeup on the Bullet Parachute
appeared in 'New Products' and Adam Hunt
was causing a mixed reaction with Miles Craven. Ten years of technology may have transformed the world but as the French say, the
more things change, the more they stay the
same. 0

So now you have a PC, modem and software and you have access to e-mail from a
suitable provider. Next you need to know how
get your name on and off the hang gliding digest
mailing list. You subscribe and unsubscribe to
the mailing list by sending an e-mail message
to a special address. The address for subscribing is:
hang-gliding-d-request@lists.utah.edu
To subscribe to the mailing list send a message with the word
"subscribe" (no quotes)
in the Subject: field to
tlle above address.
&
To un s ub scribe
simply send a message
If you haven't got a copy of
with the word "ullsub- Sky Cycles' Weight Shift Aircraft Training Program, read on!!
scribe" (no quotes) in
This program is a CAA approved study program, especially
the Subject: field to the
written for trike students and instructors.
above address.
It is designed to be used as a self-study course, taking you from your
To send an article to
first TIF flight, right through to your unrestricted licence.
the digest, e-mail your
Practice Exams, with answers, are supplied for Rules of the Air,
article to :
Basic Aeronaulical and Extended Operations.
hang -gliding@lists.ut
Instructors : This manual will make your technique easier and
ah.edu
your students' learning more comprehensive.
It will automatically
Video Available
be included in the digest
For your copy, phone us at
and you can cast your
Sky Cycles, 14 Norlhent Ave,
pearls of wisdom before
Mentone, Vic. 3194
skypigs from around the
Pbone: o:~ ;:)87 5975
planet.

Attention! !

All Trike Pilots

Students
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State, Club and Region News continued ...
New South Wales

Great Lakes Hang Gliding
Club Inc
Howdy folks
The new year is here and I 'd just like to start by
wishing you all a very prosperous, happy,
healthy and safe 1995.
The festive season is over and it's business
as usual and I do hope Santa was good to you
all.
Our traditional Xmas bash was a lot of fun
once again this year with people coming from
far and wide to celebrate with us. Even Santa
has our party on his "must attend" list and
interrupted his busy schedule to make a brief
appearance with some pre-Christmas gifts for
all present and a hearty Ho, Ho, Ho. However,
there was some concern shown about Santa's
current state of mind as it looked like he was
wearing Mrs Claus' nightgown instead of his
traditional coat and pants. Who knows, with
equal rights for homosexuals a big issue lately,
Santa may be starting to show hiSlher true colours?
Due to some enterprising young minds, we
are able to come up with a horizontal bungee
jumping competition which provided us all
with some great entertainment and laughs. We
don't know who actually won the event because
there was some cheating going on from time to
time but we were all winners for just having a
go. Ross "radical" Hannaford got the award for
lateral thinking but was disqualified for being
the slowest bungee jump in history, and Gary
"reggie" Rigby received a' 10' from the judges
for his triple backward somersault with a half
pike and bruised bum when he stretched the
bungee to its limit and then decided the quickest
way back was to jump in the air and let the

Phil Hystek spot landing at Boonah, SE Qld
photo Mark Bishop
bungee do the work for him. Thanks Reggie, I
needed a load of top soil in my yard to fill the
hole you made when you re-contacted terrafmna. We suggest you take up another spott.
This year's rame was won by a young
un-named lady who was very reluctant to corne
forward and accept her prize which was a 6'
Panda teddy bear. however her gallant husband
did the honours on her behalf but nearly wet
himself when tne oversized teddy suddenly
came roaring out of it's coma to engulfhim in
a bear hug. The white of his eyes lit up the back
yard as he tried a hasty retreat, all to no avail as
the snaring beast pounced on its prey. Last
reports were the victim has made a full recovery
and has lived to return to next year's party,
somewhat wiser for his terrifying experience.
Neighbours report seeing the still hungry and
snarling beast chasing victims around the street
at 3 am, however no further maulings were
reported.

WARNING TO ALL PILOTS
If yoII are intendln&: to or think that you may fly TongalT8, South of Mt Keira past Mt Kembla,
South of Stanwell Park past :Mt Kembla, North of Mt Cambewarra past Kiama or anywhere
within the 16 kIm radius of Albion Pad.: Aerodrome you MUST ring the CAA before you leave
home and infonn dlen} of your flight plans. It has been bought to the lIIawarra Hang Gliding
Clubs attention again, that over the past 6 months. some pilots are still not notif'ying the CAA of
their activities. We were granted approval for this airspace under the following conditions.

"PLEASE ADHERE TO THEM"

YOU MUST NOTIFY SYDNEY FLIGHT SERVICES ON
PHONE: (02) 5566655, Quote approval No. HJ91-02
Inform them with the number of pilots intending to fly
and your expected time of flight.
Also don't forget that the maximwn height level is 4000 ft ASL.
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The next morning saw some very unpleasant heads emerging and it was hard to tell
whether they 'd been mauled by the bear or the
beer.
All in all an entertaining night with fun
being had by everyone. The annual bar-benders
award went to Steve Tinson this year for his
little bush walk at Booti-Booti. Well done,
Steve, a very deserving winner.
For anyone wishing to acquire this most
prestigious award, let it be known that our very
own club president limbo , has been disappointed at missing out on the trophy since its
inception, and has thrown caution to the wind
so to speak, and set the pace for 1995 with a
superb takeoff, excellent right hand Iurn, and
beautiful downwind flare into the bushes, landing him in hospital with a broken right collarbone, 3 broken ribs, concussion and a gashed
right leg to top it off. All you hopefuls out there
will have to put on a real show if you're to
topple 'The Pres' from taking out this award
this year.
We look forward to seeing you all throughout the year for a fly somewhere and hope that
you can all make it to this year's Xmas party on
the last weekend in November. Who knows
who or what will be there? You' ll have to tum
up to find out.
Fly high and fly safe,
Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club
TIP for the Month
When someone like our president, who has
been around since the inception of the sport,
and has more hours up than there are flies in the
Bretti camping reserve toilets, can come unstuck, it's a good lesson to us all to check,
double check and triple check everything and
never, never, never becom e complacent.
There's too much riding on it!

SKYSAILOR

Gullsfeeding on the wing in WA - P Herbert Prahl

Northern Beaches Club

stances, however flying
low coastal sites, often
with tricky launches,
means that from time to
time a pilot will end up in
the water.
So, as the scouts say,
be prepared, carry a hook
knife that can be easily accessed, and if a water
landing is inevitable ,
never ever land in the impact zone of breaking
waves, nor the whitewater, for your chances of
survival will be greatly reduced.
Regards

MickPowell

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

Our club held a very successful emergency
water landing training night just prior to Christmas. The intention of the exercise was to simulate experiencing landing a hang glider in deep
water. We hired a local indoor pool while an old
non-flying double surface glider was provided
for the occasion by one of our members (thanks
Glen), and we had the use of cocoon, pod and
racer type harnesses.
The training comprised "taking-off' in a
hang glider from the starting blocks at the poolside, and landing in the water adjacent. There
was a qualified diver in the pool with airtanks
and spare mouthpiece, plus about six other
people also in the water to assist, and importantly, to observe the action as the pilot attempted to extract himself. To be as realistic as
possible, pilots were asked to wear normal flying clothes, including shoes and helmets.
We also provided hang loops made from 25
mm webbing, and a hook knife, so that pilots
could attempt to access their hook knife, cut
their hang loops, and escape in their harness, as
an alternative to getting out of the harness.
Two pilots had to receive air to enable them
to escape, that is, they would have drowned in
real life in the same circumstances. Opinion
was divided as to the merits of extracting yourself from the harness, versus cutting yourself
out harness and all.
Even in the controlled environment of the
night, most pilots took 30 seconds or so to
extract themselves. A real life landing with the
attendant anxiety would make a successful escape less likely.
Current theory is that if one is landing a
glider in the water, then one should land with
as much speed as possible, (tailwind if the wind
is significant), and attempt to flip the glider
over on impact so that the pilot ends up on top
of the wing rather than wlder it.
Water landings are something that no pilots
should have to contemplate under any circum-
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supported by the weather gods. Robyn and Bill
Graham went, saw, and looked for others, but
didn't fmd many. Also on the coast, one or two
of the more daring pilots (Stipek, Worton) have
been perfecting their spot landing techniques
by choosing small shiny objects to land on.
Such as the roofs of cars. Luckily they have
been (in most cases) their own cars, thus avoiding any need to effect repairs as they (the cars)
were so knackered anyway. Otherwise, just the
usual round ofloonies in trees, being waked and
spending 1.5 hrs getting their P4 inflated (nice
to see you again Dave).
On the other social side, the last meeting
(Retreat, 7.30, fust Wednesday) was so poorly
attended because of flyers actually flying that
it turned into a gossip session about who was
what with who. This lasted some four hours,
and had to be carried over to next month's
gathering because we didn't finish sorting it all
out.
Next hot news was the national distance
record which was unofficially reported to be
broken by an un-named French person (friend
of Monsieur Fellay) who smashed the 200 km
barrier by flying 205 km from Hay to Echuca.
Brilliant effort, especially on a Rainbow.
Well, that's about enough drivel for this
month. Time to get 0 ff to the Hay Flatlands now
to see if any more records will tumble.
Jeremy Torr 0

What a summer it is turning out to be for us
Viccy floaters. First the epic weekend at the
Pines when a gaggle of intrepid fliers raced off
southwards only to find they couldn't come
down and had to keep going for 100 km or so
each. Top distance
hero for the day was
Big Boy Kemp who
notched up over 135
km by following the
Hume Highway (he
says he never went
over 100 kph, honest)
and heroine was
Froggy Danger who
notched up over 90
Adjacent to Carlo Sand Blow
kms. Observers say
she also went nearly
(offering tremendous paragliding)
that fast in flight too
thanks to an apDiscount rates for paraglider pilots
proaching thunderstorm. Most other
Air conditioned units
fliers who got away
Beautiful views of ocean surrounds
on the day also
notched up PBs.
• Large pool & BBQ area
Meanwhile, back
at the Bright thermal
licenced restaurant
generator, Fred Gungl
Undercover parking
was preparing for his
usual hop from MysChildren catered for
tic to Clear Spot to
Buffalo . Once over
the big B he couldn' t
stop and also went on
to notch up a century
- dermitely the best
from Bright this year.
On the social side,
it seems that coastal
weekends are highly
desirable but poorly

•
•

•

•
•

•

Phone '8~ or fl~
for more details on

074 863211 or
Fax 074 863283
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STOLEN I
Paraglider at Crescent Head at New Year brand new
red Czech made 27 sq m 'Boomerang' light purple bag
Reward Any info greatly appreciated ph Ben 057
775844,015529664
From CanungralTamborine (SE Qld) area Tuesday 20 December 1994. Moyes Xtralite 147 all dk
blue US with black XL insignia , clear scrim LE white
power rib main sail. Glider is 3 mths old . Serial No.
XTL 147322. Contact: Gordon Mackenzie, 62 Kidston
St, Canungra, 075 435631 .

FOUNDI
Black harness bag at Stanwell Park 2/12 full of clothes
ph Wayne 047 291805

Harley Contrail 23 sqm in gd cond pink/blue/fluoro
yellow with harness su~ novice $700 ph Carol 03
4672175 AH , 8956925 BH , mob 015 538083 (NCIS)

ACT
Edel Rainbow XXL 50 hrs airtime ex cond new lines
A top wing for a big pilot responsible for numerous mega
flights & personal bests also
Pro Design harness w~h flexible kevtar backplate &
double kevlar seat protection, plus integrated Pro Design 34 sq m pulled down apex reserve $500 also
Aircotec Alibi II vario great va rio has never missed
a beat $450 ph Neil 06 2926310 or018 633219 (NCIS)
Edel Apollo 24 pilot weight 50-80 kg gd stable novice
canopy will deliver interstate $1500 ph 06 2497727 H,
2750951 W(12As)

WANTED

Western Australia

VK preferably IV or similar model; good cond if possible
ph Ross 065 540523

Bargain - Paraglider Edel Apollo 24 pink with
harness & speed system suit 55-80 kg nov pilot ex cond
15 hrs airtime $2000 ph Michelle 097 335260 (12As)

Trike to $8000 like to trade Moyes XT 145 hang glider
with extras in top cond as part payment or pay cash for
trike without motor to $4000 ph Bruce 07 2000 882
anytime
22 or 24 gore reserve chute for hang gliding desperately sought ph Andrew 096 545050

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In futllre all paragliders offered for sale nwst state their certification
standard, otherwise they wiU be IilbeUed with
'NO CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS) .

Queensland
Comet CXII23 28 sqm DHV2 Qnt) almost new $1900
ph 070 322799
Firebird Apache 26 sq m gd performing int wing with
top WIngs & Waves harness & Sigma reserve chute
$3100 takes ~ all ph 070 321652 (DHV2)

New South Wales
Victoria
Edel Apollo 24 55-80 kgs white with coloured stripes,
ex cond $2200 ph Phil 03 4295526 (12As)
Parasail (for towing behind boats) used once for advert. Extremely clean & tidy wh~e ph 03 4295526
Pro Design Challenger (Classic) 29 sqm pilot weight
85-110 kg 55 hrs airtime ex cond $2400 ono ph David
Mills 015 683000,032822495 BH , 3868763 AH (NCIS)

Paragliders for sale within a few months: Bi-Surf
(tandem) from ADG (French glider) 120-200 kg nov/int
200 flights $2000 1992 model also
Sigma from Advance pilot range 75-95 kg inUadv 60
flights 1992 model $3500 also
Sirocco from Harley pilot range 55-70 kg nov/int 6
flights 1994 model Acpul tests only A $4000 ph or leave
message for Herbert 09 3816053 (NCIS)

HANG GLIDERS
Please "ote: AU powered hilllg gliders
(trikes) offered/or sale nwst state their registration number, otherwise they C(lllllot be accepted for publication.

New South Wales
Podlite harness to su~ 5'8" pilot almost brand new
$400 ph 02 4113629 AH, 02 4136973 BH
Pegasus XL trike 462 water cooled high powered tug
HGFA reg . T2-2592 full spec instruments blue & white
wheel spats, allNays hangared ex cond 112 hrs IT
never been in accident incl Aerial Pursuits helmet &
intercom, king post mounted aerial $16,500 ph Ted 063
451809
Swift (early model) gd cond $300 neg ph Ross 065
540523
SPECIAL OF THE MONTH Edge trike Reg T2-2605
frtted with 'quiet' kit 15 mths old fully maintained always
hangared 75 hrs covers & communication box inel full
instruments new modifl8d mast fitted v gd cond ph 049
661389 or 018490622 $17,000 ono must sell due to
hea~h reasons
Foil 139 Combat Qnt) dk
blue & fluoro pink US
wh~e TS vgc $2500 also
UHF radio & headset
$400 also
UHF radio & High gain
antenna $300 also
Sjostrom vario/alt
$400 also
Moyes pod harness &
chute suit 5'8" blue $300
also
Oz Skin suit 5'8" blue &
fluoro pink $100 also
Hall ASI $20 also
Safety wheels $30 also
Hand fairings $20 orthe
lot for only $3150 contact
Masa on 02 9313468 BH ,
02 5672944 AH

backpack (1 hr) + Mertin 26 chute (2 hrs) both as new
$1000 under new price $8700 ph 066 425966 AH
Mission 170 (nov)gc low hrswith batten profile & small
wheels $1400 ono also
Moyes Pod harness large blue $275 ono also
Emergency chute $300 ono also
M20 Ball vario $120 ono ph Dean 060414243 AH
(Albury)
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) low hrs gc inc manual &
Ms $1850 ph Tim 022622555 BH, 5886865 AH
Xtralite 147 (exp int) 20 hrs top condition $4500 also
Moyes Tracer Harness suit 6'4" approx with chute
$750 also
Helmet Ige headset incorporated $300 also
Vario Flytec 3005 with bracket $550 also
Rope winder electric w~h 660 m rope $250 also
Bridle & release Moyes system $100 also
Tow gauge electronic & reliable $140
The lot plus spare upright & customised rack & map
holder $6000 ph Mike 069 212602 W, 251827 H
Blitz 137 (exp int) su~ impecunious lightweight. All grey
orange stripe. Well cared for. Overseas trip forces
sacrifICe at $1250 Stuart 042 943256

w~h

Gyro 1.5 160 blue & yellow ex cond w~h cocoon
harness plus batten profile $1200 ono also
Ball va rio Model 620H with Thommen altimeter
$225 ph 044 417052 (anytime)
Sting XC 154 Qnt) purple TS white US looks & flies like
new only flown 40 hrs built by AirBorne employee for
himself! $2600 ono ph Dave 049 499199
XS 155 (exp int) this glider has only 4 hrs airtime & is
in as new cond oIt has a v tight sail & has been treated
w~h UV protectant so has no fading . Hot pink LE , fluoro
green/yellow & Pacific blue US hot pink Te scrim LE &
TE with u~raweave MS king post hang spare upright
owners manual fins & small base bar wheels I will
consider a trade on an XS 169 price is $2000 firm ph
Steve 065 842931 (port Macquarie)
Tandem Glider Vision 2 maintenance logs blue LE
yellow US $2500 ph Peter 015257699
Edge 582 T2-2561 immac cond 90 hrs E-type box elec
start just filled ($1400) white pod & spats. ASI, ALT,
HRS & CHT, Aerial Pursuits intercom , Ivoprop. All for
just $17,500 ono. Training available to solo if required .
Phone Peter 066 853358 or Joe 066 843616
XR 146 (int) black & green MS white US fully fa ired ex
handling kite w~h XS II performance great cond $2500
ph Ian 042 941512
Mission 170 (nov) immac cond sacrifICed sale can
deliver Sydney-Newcastle metro area $1600 ph 043
341919
GTR 162 Qnt) surfcote (brand new) yellow LE green US
$600 ph Alex 049 631895
XT 165 (int) 15 hrs blue scrim LE speed bar $2300 also
Podlite harness suit 5'8"-6' + chute just repacked
$560 also
Flytec instruments 3010 + ASI & mounting bracket
$660 ph Brendan 02 8106859
Moyes Mission (nov) new side wires gd cond $950
ph Robert 026821820
Moyes XT 165 Qnt) ex cond purple white yellow $2200
also
Moyes harness su~ 70 kg-80 kg pilot $300 ph Pete
067652143
Foil 150B Kevlar Racer Qnt) great 1st performance
glider for int pilot at a bargain price . Flies v smoothly &
out~limbs many later performance gliders, no sail flutters. Fluoro pink mylar LE, pink & grey US, vgc $1100
ono ph Allan 047 393221 AH, 738357 BH
Rumour II Qnt) all mylar. Fluoro green TS blue/pink US
ex comp low hrs also

Turbochute 18hp JPX
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Mission 170 (nov) can hold out no longer, grudgingly
trading in garage full of sports toys in return for 12 month
old boy. Glider 30 hrs since 1988, white with blue LE
incl Pod $1400 ph Godfrey 8099556 BH, 9580847 AH,
or Geoff 66523329 AH
Foil 155 Ont) absolute bargain low hrs ex cond black
LE wMe TS blue/red US extras inc I Pearce Simpson
40 ch radio , tOWing bridle, speed bar, aerial,
spare tubes $800 ph 02 9583419
Ball 651 varia as new l ' increment dig~al altimeter
$370 also
Icom IC40 & charger UHF radio ex cond $390 ph 049
575901 H
Edge Executive 582 T2-2635 130 hrs ONLY hand
start, full spec instruments quiet kit , in-flight trim, in
immac. cond suit new aircraft buyer, new price $21,273
ONE ON LY at $16,950 1 st to see will buy be quick
on this one ... any test. .. also
Edge 582 T2-2561 electric start (E-type box) "Super
Sports" wing ex cond $17,000 train in your own aircraft
& save $$$$ ph Joe Scoll 066 843616

South Australia
Ken Gill getting airborne at Gap Beach, Mid-north Coast
NSW - P Mike Gill
Airwave Kiss 154 (int) yellow LE wMe TS grey/pink
US new side wires high perform easy to fly ph 02
5587422 AH, 5551044 BH
Electrophone TX475S UHF radio with new Nicad &
charger $350 ph Bemie 042 942493 AH
Aero Racer 150 Ont) with speed bar as new 5.5 hrs
flying time only Wh~e/bluelf1uoro yellow with
Moyes Tracer step-thru harness blacklf1uoro yellow 2 hrs use also
Headway 701 helmet fluoro yellow $3000 ph Richard
026561467 BH

Blitz 155 (exp int) top cond low hrs grey LE & TE black
& hot pink US $1700 ono also
Blade 153 new (exp int) flown 3 times full mylar, lilac
& white US $4200 ono ph Michael 049 524856
Sting 154 (int) easy responsive glider to fly 60 hrs
airtime grey LE green & apricot US gd cond $2250 ono
ph 049 771708
Foil 160B Racer (int) blue & pink US white TS speed
bar, manual & ballen profile new side wires $1000 also
Moyes Pod harness (med) & High Energy Chute
$700 ph Jamie 057 442440

Trike AirBorne Edge 582 Rotax T2-2725 has AL T,
ASI , CHT, hour meter, Tacho, compass TT92 hrs. Well
maintained & in ex cond comes w~h new Lynx intercoms 2 hrs use worth over $1000 contact Arthur 08
2421275

Queensland
Mission 170 (nov) w~h ballen profile & manual brand
new base bar wheels gd cond $1000 ph 07 2027915
Xtralite 137 (exp int) $3800 ph 075 326937, 018
765491
Blitz 145 (exp int) comp glider well maintained kevlar
lE & TE new flying wires profile $1900 ph Paul 043
341919
Pegasus Q trike '89 model T2-2583 300 hrs 462 water
cooled full instrumentation & compass fully serviced log

Australia's first, utterly affordable,
totally transportable, foot launched
powered paraglider,
Flying training with accomodation available
at the Light Wing Flying Academy,
1\Jrbo-chute Info Video ....... ..... $35 Inc P/H

lOr- !f((Jr-e- lirFrtlfatl(J1( eall
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING PIY LTD
BALUNA AIRPORT, SOUfHERN CROSS DRNE
P.O. BOX 89
BAILINA
N.S.w. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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book available $11000 one also helmets & headsets
also avail. ph Cowra 018 570686
XS 155 (exp int) flies well king post hang & tip levers
$800 also
CG 1000 harness (lop entry) suit 180 em $150 also
Cocoonlbackpack harness suit 180 cm $85 also
GT 190 (int) beautiful cond for older glider $400 one ph
Andrew 07 8922753 AH, or 018879021 all hrs

Terminal velocity parachute $300 also
Flytec variometer 3005 $400 also
Additional weather proof glider bag $50 ph Rolf
078213988

ProP, Comunica intercom & helmets with flying suit.
Aircraft fastidiously maintained, su~able for towing.
Worth $16,500 but will take $15,500 for quick sale. ph
018356271

XS 155 (exp int) 3 yr old king post hang XS II reflex
bridles fluoro orange scrim LE flu oro orange & yellow
US power rib TE vgc one owner glider $1800 ono ph
Scott Tucker 07 2737065

Airwave Magic 4 half race (int) red mylar LE pocket
4.8 oz dacron MS mid blue US faire king post & uprights
(one spare) variable geometry 65 hrs logged airtime
mint cond must sell no longer flown price $800 also
Moyes pod harness black with gold stripe many
added features inc I drink water bladder etc suit 5'6"5'10" pilot $250 (will sell as complete or separate)
contact Ian O'Neill 03 8876208 or BH 018 178945

Tandem Light Dream 220 4 yrs old new wires in gd
cond inel 2nd hamess $2000 ph Brett 07 8493479

AirBorne Buzz 154 (nov) 1 yr old $1900 also
Litek varia & altimeter $140 ph 070 322799
Pegasus XL trike 462 high power tug HGFA Reg .
T2-2720 full instruments spats, beautiful colours on sail
white pod with cover 10 hrs only as new always garaged
will deliver anywhere $17900 one ph 074 490982
Moyes XT 146 ~nt) purple LE fluoro orange green &
yellow usrrs (brightest glider in the sky) spare upright
tow release batten profile manual water prooftravelling
bag harness to suit 5'6"-5'9" (165-175) pilot. The lot
$2500 ph Bruce 07 2000 882 anytime
Airborne Edge T2-2611 310 TT grey LE red & black
US maroon pod always hangared top cond $15000 also
Pegasus XL 462 LN T2-2548 250 TT 50 hrs on rebuilt
motor red & black sail red pod trainer bars $13000 also
Soft sides for Buzzard trikes heavy duty material 2
large pockets easy & quick to frt $210 + p.p. ph Bob
Silver 018708551,074491141
XT 165 ~nt) ex cond only 90 hrs $2200 also
Tracer harness near new suit mad build 172 cm $600
also
Oz Varia $200 also
Large Moyes wheels $90 also
Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots by Peter Chaney
$30 ph Brian 075 372372 or 07 2668959
Aero Race (int) $1800 ph John Lessack 079723630
XS 155 (exp int) vgc pink LE black US fluoro lime TS
power rib king post hang + spare upright also
Scott Racer harness gc su~ 5'7"-5'11" $350 also
Ball 651 varia 10' increment ex cond $395 also
PA Chute $395 gd cond also
2 x UHF Electrophone $350 ea ph Nick 074741882

o

Leaving the sport sale: Two 1500' 5 mm tow rope
on reels @ $40 also
Electronic tension gauge & spare transducer
$100 also
Car UHF $150 also
Electrophone UHF hand set $300 also
Moyes XR 145 (int) red, white & black US gd cond
$1500 also
Moyes Xact Pod frts 6' pilot $200 also

Victoria
Moyes Pod harness 5'8"~' vgc $295 ph David 015
830895 AH, 035837886 BH
XS Easy 155 (int) blue/yellowlwMe airfoil king post &
speed bar gc $1500 ono ph Dave 03 7836084
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) great 1st glider, hot fluoro
pink with pod harness 60 hrs $1500 ph Phil 03 4295526
UHF radios lcom & Electrophone from $150 also
batteries repacked from $60 ph/fax Peter Mack 057
951232
Mission 170 (nov) gc speed bar & wheels $1200 one
Tim 057 791100, 015 689774
Pegasus Q462 trike T2-2743 190TT new wing &
great colours comes with instruments & 10 hrs training
$16500 ph 018 574068 or 057626227
Aero 170 (nov) white LE & yellow US new keel a gd
cheap 1st glider $995 ph 018 574068 or 057 626227
UHF radio Uniden hand held new batteries charger
& spare antenna $280 ph 018 574068 or 057 626227
XS Easy 155 (int) blue LE white TE orange US faired
king post & down tubes clw poly wheels speed bar
batten profile & manual gc $1100 also
Moyes pod harness black suit 5'6"-5'10" set up for
towing $280 also
Wind speed indicator (new) plus attachments $45
also
Parachute 27 sq ft never deployed ex cond $350 also
Spare harness cocoon type ideal for training $30 or
The lot for $1600 ph Peter 03 2521533 BH or 054
282784AH
Trike - Venturer 95.32 T2-2757 2 seat legal. The
latest new trike from the UK. $13,620 new 015 303484
Pegasus XL 447 Currently registered & based at
Benalla. Full spec excellent condition . $14,500 ono 03
5875975

AUSSIE FLIGHT
Products
25 Beverley Ave, WARILLA, N .S.W . 2528

by buy imported items, when there is an Australian product
anufactured to the same standards, at a cheaper price?
RESERVE Parachutes, for hang gliders & paragliders with much slower
descent rates than the imported brands. Manufactured to T.S .O. C23b (CAO
103.18) specifications by Roochutes Australia's Barry Lewis, an approved Class
"A" Parachute Rigger with over 15 years experience in Parachute Free Fall
Operations. Offering the largest range of reserve parachutes available; 8 sizes
or hang gliders, 4 sizes for paragliders, including Tandem reserves. A ll sizes
can also be fitted with Pulled Down Apex.
Prices from : 5450 (SAVE $100)

SJOSTROM VARIO/ALTIMETER MODEL VA, the most popular and
eliable unit available in Australia w ith a backup service un-matched by any
imported product. Excels in marginal lift conditions. Fast, sensitive analogue
ario. Averager, high resolution audio, compact, resilient and shower proof. Easy
in-flight control, altimeter in 2ft increments, convertible to metric. Mounting
racket included. With two year warranty.
Price on application for best price around
• All prices plus freight while stocks last

PHONE: (042) 971923 or (018) 424 279
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Pegasus Quantum
462 Currently registered & based at
Benalla . Full instrumentation 25 hrs
$22,500 03 5875975
Flying suit for trikes
freezer su~ type large
su~ 5'10" price includes
the Aero Club patch I
sewed on Worn only
once & I was wearing a
deodorant at the time .
$99 gets this posted
Australia wide ph John
Reynoldson
03
5970527 AH
Moyes Pod suit 5'10"6 '2" mauve gd cond
$300 John
(057
522694
XS 142 (exp int) $1000
ono 'goes good' also
Hydraulic
tow
gauge new $160 ph
Ray 03 5239458
Edge 582 trike T22539 215 hrs full covers, tacho, hr meter,
ASI, AL T, CHT, EGTs,
water temp, compass,
landing light. 25 joule
keel strobe light, electric start, aerial, training
bars, windscreen , IVa

Moyes Mission 170 (nov) gd cond with large wheels
fluoro green/white black LE $1500 also
Pod harness suit 5'10"~ ' 2" inc parachute container &
pouches for radio etc yellow grey & blue ph Evan 03
4803912
Reserve chute 20 gore just professionally repacked
$250 ph Marco 060 246729 AH
Moyes Pod red suit pilot 5'8"-5'11 " $400 ph Ian 015
305971 or 038133527 W
Xact I harness ex cond suit 5'4"-5'7" grey & nuoro
yellow $400 also
German custom hang gliding harness sun 5'45'7" pink $400 ph Carol 03 4672175 AH , 8956925 BH,
mob 015 538083
Desire 141 ~nt) turquoise LE magenta 1st US, grey
2nd US 14 hrs looks hot immac cond this weapon is on
rails if you're under 80 kg & ny comps, you need one.
Demo flights to advanced pilots no problem . Small , med
or large A-frame. Price negotiable also
Rage 157 (int) lilac LE yellow US black graphics 15 hrs
catch this baby for a demo flight. You won't believe the
handling & the glide. Light weight , easy set up, VGtravel
made in heaven. Mars Bar to comp glider in one pull !
Int & adv . Price negotiable also
Mitchell Wing B10 16:1 glide. 600 fpm climb (240
Robin) full fairing swept back, polyhedral, reflexed,
flying wing motor glider, 350 ft ground roll, over 400
flying . No tow driver required . No hill required . Just
thermalling at ~s best! 95.10 certified 95% complete
$6200 ph Wozza 057 441140
Mission 170 (nov) red LE white MS rainbow US manual batten profiles spare upright apron harness vgc
$1400 Richard 03 5691612

ACT
Mars 170 (nov) flies great $400 ph Mark 06 2940537
Moyes XT 165 ~nt) scrim LE speed bar wheels ex
cond su~ new buyer (3 hrs) $2300 ono also
Moyes Tracer harness inel hook knife ex cond suit
new buyer $650 06 2302717 AH
XT Moyes ~nt) blue & white demo glider with less than
2 hrs flying time would suit new buyer $3000 ono ph 06
2806844 W, 2922762 H
Moyes GTR Worldbeater 151 (int) uHraweave &
kevlar TE so will never stretch $1000 in beautiful cond
also
PA chute $250 also
PA cocoon harness $150 ph Ross 06 2415640 BH
orAH

Western Australia
XS Easy 155 (int) whne LE & TS grey & red US power
rib TE has all options & a new UV/water proof bag also
Moyes pod harness with High Energy reserve
chute all gear is in ex cond & for $1900 the lot or will
separate This one is worth looking into ph Brendan 090
765028 Esperance
Foil 150B Kevlar Racer 0nt) nuoro yellow LE blue &
sea green US wMe MS top performance gd cond $1100
one ph Rob 09 4579140,018920589
Skybox va rio electronic with big LCD display ex cond
$350 ph 09 3415271
Sting XC (all the fruitl) 166 (int) mylar grey LEITE
green/orange US flies straight, no flutters, new side
wires, batten profile, manual, vgc $2500 ono ph Tony
093323517 0
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ICOM

Count on us!

VVith Ico.~~,
you're never alone
up there

II

he IC-AlO MKll is your guarantee
that whatever happens you will

never be alone in the skies. This powerful
handheld transceiver acts like a dependable
navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never
lose contact with your base or the ground.
ICOM's state of the art VOR navigation
system includes Course Deviation Indicator
and Automatic Bearing Set System.
A dual tuning system allows you to
use the turning knob or
illuminated keypad while lO
channel memories, programme
and memories scan capabilities
provide simplicity of operations
than few other models can match.
IC-A20 MKn

The IC-AlO MKll provides

immediate emergency frequency access and
fully meets the tough requirements of the
Department of Transport and
Communications for ground to air
transceivers.
Also available is the IC-AlOO mobile
transceiver, approved by the CAA for VFR
installation. A powered cabinet (PS-80)
allows the unit to be used for ground to air
communication as fully approved by
D.O.T.C.
No wonder pilots all around the world,
depend on the proven communication skills
of ICOM, wherever they fly.
For further information call free on (008) 338 915
or write to Reply Paid 1009 leom Australia Pty Ltd
P.O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582
ICOM Ausrralia'.s

wancnu)' is

A.C.N. 006 092575

only aJ>J>licable ro f)roduCf.s purchased

from their QIHhorist!d AltSrralian Dea/c'rs.

February 1995
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NEW
December

1994 a handful of pilots

journeyed out to Hillston,

in

Western NSW,

taking with them their Xtralites, a Moyes

Dragonfly tug and a tow pilot by the name of

National Record s
Bob Baier, Xtralite 147
German Open Distance
368 km
Lars Johansen, Xtl 164
Danish Open Distance
225 km
Attila Be rtok, Xtl 147
Hungarian Open
Distance
260 km

Bill Moyes. New world and national records

were broken.
New Tandem World Records; Xtralite 164
Tomas Suchanek & Corinna Schwiegershausen
Open Distance: 368 km
Altitude Gain: 3500 m / 11550 ft
Distance via single turnpoint: 144 km

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty. Ltd., 173 Bronte Road, Waverley 2024 NSW Australia, Tel: (02) 387 5622 Fax: (02) 387 4472

